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Title VI Note
The Flint Hills Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) hereby gives public notice
that it is the policy of the agency to assure full compliance with Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, the Civil Rights Restoration Act of 1987, Executive Order 12898 on
Environmental Justice, and related statutes and regulations in all programs and activities.
Title VI requires that no person in the United States of America shall, on the grounds of
race, color, sex, or national origin, be excluded from the participation in, be denied the
benefits of, or be otherwise subjected to discrimination under any program or activity for
which the MPO receives federal financial assistance. Any person who believes they have
been aggrieved by an unlawful discriminatory practice under Title VI has a right to file
a formal complaint with the MPO. Any such complaint must be in writing and filed with
the FHMPO’s Title VI Coordinator within one hundred and eighty (180) days following the
date of the alleged discriminatory occurrence. For more information, or to obtain a Title
VI Discriminatory Complaint Form, please see our website at www.FlintHillsMPO.org

DISCL AIMER
The preparation of this report has been financed in part through funds from the Federal
Highway Administration and Federal Transit Administration, U. S. Department of
Transportation, under the Metropolitan Planning Program, Section 104(f) of Title 23, U.S.
Code. The contents of this report do not necessarily reflect the official views or policy of
the U.S. Department of Transportation.
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Purpose of the Plan
The Bicycle and Pedestrian Systems Plan establishes a long-term vision to improve
walking and bicycling in Manhattan by updating the previous Bicycle Master Plan
adopted in 1998 and unifying transportation and recreation needs and infrastructure in a
common plan.
Throughout this plan there is a distinction made between the transportation network
for biking and walking and the biking and walking recreation network. Although they
support and complement each other, the methods used to prioritize projects for each
system sometimes led to differing prioritization results—which are not detriments but
opportunities to arrive at biking and walking improvements in different ways.

Vision and Goals
The goals of the Systems Plan reflect the priorities expressed by stakeholders and the
community throughout engagement for the Systems Plan. Discussions with staff and
local leaders, national best practices, and input from community members have shaped
the proposed strategies and policies intended to help the City achieve these goals.

Vision
Walking and biking in Manhattan is safe, enjoyable, comfortable, and dignified for people
of all ages and abilities. Residents and visitors alike value the quality of Manhattan’s active
transportation network and culture of walking and biking, resulting in a community that is
healthier, safer, more connected, resilient, and economically thriving.

Goals
EQUIT Y AND CONNEC TIVIT Y

Build an equitable and comprehensive network
for walking and biking.

SAFET Y AND COMFORT

Make walking and biking safe, comfortable, and
dignified

SUPPORT AND MOMENTUM

Build capacity, support, and momentum for
walking & biking
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FIGURE 1: Existing Bicycle Network
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How We Engaged the Community
Community engagement for the Manhattan Bicycle and Pedestrian Systems Plan focused
on a process to build consensus among stakeholders in support of the Systems Plan and
the importance of enhanced walking and biking infrastructure in Manhattan. Engagement
efforts assisted in the project and program identification and evaluation.
Specific events and opportunities included:
• Community Meetings
» Pop-up events & demonstration projects
» Focus group meetings
» Public open house
• City Leadership and Board Meetings
» Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee
» Parks and Recreation Advisory Board
» Planning Board
» City Commission
• Online
» City website and social media
» Interactive mapping tool
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Project, Program, and Policy
Recommendations
Bicycle and Pedestrian Network Projects
The Systems Plan envisions a network of low-stress bicycle facilities throughout the
City of Manhattan (Figure 2). This plan recommends that the City continue to conduct
sidewalk infill where gaps currently exist, and provide sidewalks when redevelopment or
new development occurs.
TABLE 1: Existing and Proposed Bikeway Mileage

Bikeway Type

Existing Miles

Proposed
Additional Total Existing +
Miles Proposed Miles

29.2

32.2

61.4

0

10.5

10.5

7.3

29.8

37.1

Shared Roadway

11.3

5.5

16.8

Total

47.8

78

125.8

Multi-Use Paths/Trails
Physically Separated Bikeways
Visually Separated Bikeways

Citywide Projects
In addition to specific infrastructure projects and related programmatic efforts, some
amenities are needed citywide to complete and support the active transportation
network. Citywide amenities recommended in this plan include a comprehensive
wayfinding program, secure bicycle parking, pedestrian scale lighting, and other
amenities.

Programs
• Education
» Educate people about safe walking, biking, and driving behavior.
» Launch a Safe Streets MHK community education and safety campaign.
• Encouragement
» Increase walking and biking through social rides, marketing, and promotion.
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FIGURE 2: Existing and Proposed Bicycle Network
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FIGURE 3: Existing and Proposed Pedestrian Network
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(Cortright, 2009)
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Safety Benefits
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Implementation
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(Tefft, 2013)

The intent of evaluating projects is to create a strategic list to guide implementation. The
project list and evaluation results are flexible concepts that serve as guidelines.
Projects are sorted into four Implementation Categories based on the results of two
evaluations: project priority and project feasibility.

TABLE 2: Project Implementation Categories
Do when

Do now

High-priority projects that require
more study, analysis, or funding
for implementation

High-priority and easy-toimplement projects that should
REFERENCES
be pursued in the short term

Long term
LOW

Project Priority

HIGH

(CDC, 2015)

Low-priority, low-feasibility
projects that are part of the
long-term vision for active
transportation

incre

Protect
injury a

chance of

survival.
A pedestrian hit by a
vehicle at

Comp

(Teschke, 2

Safety
Slower speeds
reduce crash
severity
Especially for vulnerable
roadway users, such as
bicyclists and pedestrians.
A pedestrian hit by a
vehicle at

25MPH
89%

has a

(NHTS, 200

chance of

survival.
A pedestrian hit by a
vehicle at

45MPH
35%

has a

A Place for Mom, Senior Living Preference Survey. 2017.
Alter, Lloyd. How Much Does it Cost to Commute chance
by Bike? of
TreeHugger, May 2
Do if
survival.
Center for Neighborhood Technology. Housing and Transportation (H+T®) A
2013) Raises Home Values in U.S. C
Lower-priority projects
thatJ. Walking the Walk: How (Tefft,
Cortright,
Walkability
should be pursued if
nearby
EPA
(Evironmental Protection Agency). Emission Facts, 2000.
Federal
Highway Administration. National Household Travel Survey, 2009.
development or an overlapping
Federal Highway Administration. Road Diet FAQ, 2016.
project occurs
Global Strategy Group. Public Opinion Survey of Millennials, April 2-14, 201

LOW

HIGH
Project Feasibility
(CDC, 2015)
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FIGURE 4: Bicycle Project Implementation Feasibility
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FIGURE 5: Pedestrian Project Implementation Feasibility
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Why Develop a Plan?
Manhattan is a city committed to improving the quality of life for residents and visitors
by providing walking and bicycling as convenient, comfortable, dignified, and healthy
modes of transportation and recreation. The largest city in Riley County, Manhattan
is home to Kansas State University, which draws students and visitors from across the
region and country and contributes to the uniquely vibrant quality of the “Little Apple.”
The Bicycle and Pedestrian Systems Plan is a critical tool for guiding city staff and the
development community in building a balanced transportation system that is pedestrian
and bicycle friendly and encourages residents to use these modes of transportation. The
ultimate goal is to make walking and bicycling a part of daily activities and viable modes
of transportation.

Purpose of the Plan
The Bicycle and Pedestrian Systems Plan establishes a long-term vision to improve
walking and bicycling in Manhattan by updating the previous Bicycle Master Plan,
adopted in 1998. The Plan also updates the 1998 Linear Park Trail Phase II Master Plan to
coordinate recreational and active transportation uses for multi-use paths and trails.
The Systems Plan provides a strategy to develop a comprehensive walking and
bicycling network to provide access to education, employment, shopping, recreation,
and services alongside support facilities such as bicycle parking and wayfinding. These
network improvements will be supported with education, encouragement, enforcement,
and evaluation programs. This document also identifies a plan to implement these
projects and programs through prioritization and phasing to ensure implementation
is manageable and fundable. The Systems Plan represents a long-term, aspirational
vision for walking and bicycling in Manhattan, and recognizes that limited funding and
resources will require phased implementation of proposed improvements over many
years.
The Systems Plan process provided opportunities for local leaders and the public to
participate by suggesting, commenting on, and evaluating ideas for walking and bicycling
improvements. Occasional updates to the Systems Plan are necessary as the needs and
opportunities of a successful city are dynamic and ever-shifting. Ideally, the Systems Plan
should be reviewed regularly to update maps, project lists, and priorities as facilities are
completed and to keep pace with new developments and best practices.
A companion technical document—not adopted but intended for City staff use—is
the Manhattan Mobility Manual (3M), which contains methodologies, prioritization
guidelines, facility design guidance and diagrams, and demonstration project guidelines.

19
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Benefits of Bicycling and Walking
Public Health
Physical inactivity is now widely understood to play a significant role in the most
common chronic diseases in the United States, including heart disease, stroke, and
diabetes. Each year approximately 280,000 adults in the United States die prematurely
due to obesity-related illnesses. A 2004 study published in the American Journal of
Preventative Medicine by Frank et al. reported that for each additional 60 minutes spent
in a car, there is a six percent increase in the chances of being obese. In County Health
Rankings & Roadmaps (2017), 23 percent of adults living in Riley County reported no
leisure-time physical activity and 24 percent reported not having access to exercise
opportunities.
Creating an environment that encourages bicycling and walking and that improves
access to parks and active recreation opportunities is a proven strategy for encouraging
more routine exercise and has been shown to have substantial impacts on health with a
relatively small public investment.

Traffic Safety
Conflicts between people walking, bicycling, and driving can come from poor behavior as
well as insufficient or ineffective design. Encouraging development and redevelopment in
which bicycling and walking are supported can enhance safety and comfort for all users.
Designated bicycling and walking facilities, well designed crossings and intersections,
and continued education and enforcement can reduce the risk and severity of crashes
and injuries.

Equity
Bicycling and walking are inexpensive and broadly accessible forms of transportation.
The average annual operating cost of a bicycle is $350 compared to more than
$8,920 for the average car in Manhattan. Bicycling and walking are affordable means
of transportation for low-income and disadvantaged residents. Access to active
transportation provides freedom and independence for youth, students, and parents, as
well as for people who cannot drive or who choose not to drive.
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Quality of Life
Creating conditions where walking and bicycling are acceptable and encouraged
increases a community’s livability in ways that are difficult to measure but should not be
overlooked. The design, land use patterns, and transportation systems that constitute
the built environment have a profound impact on quality of life issues and a community’s
ability to attract and retain visitors and residents. The aesthetic quality of a community
improves when visual and noise pollution caused by motorized traffic is reduced and
when green space is reserved for facilities that allow people of all ages to recreate and
travel in pleasant settings.

Economy
Active transportation programs and projects encourage more bicycling and walking,
which leads to better quality of life. This higher quality of life can attract more diverse
and creative people, as well as retain talent in the community, leading to higher
economic growth for a city and region. Additionally, people who commute using active
modes of transportation save money on annual automobile operating costs and may
see additional savings in health care costs. Homes located near trails and bikeways
see greater increase in resale value than homes further from these facilities. On a
community-wide scale, bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure projects are generally far
less expensive than automobile-related infrastructure to build and maintain. A strong
local trail network with connections to regional trail systems can also be an economic
generator for the community by attracting tourism and fostering small business growth
in related service industries.

Environmental Health
Replacing driving trips with bicycling or walking trips translate into fewer pollutants
released into the air, including carbon dioxide, nitrogen oxides, and hydrocarbons. This
improves the health and quality of life for residents who are vulnerable to asthma
or other chronic respiratory diseases. Transportation is the second-largest source of
carbon dioxide emissions in Kansas. Reducing driving trips is an important strategy for
combating climate change. Preserving green space for parks and trails can also aid in
water and air quality improvements.
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Relationship to Other Documents
Manhattan
AGGIE VILLE COMMUNIT Y VISION
This 2017 plan for the reinvigoration and intensification of Aggieville includes in
its Action Plan the re-assessment of the contraflow bike lane on North Manhattan
Avenue, an evaluation of bike lane and bike boulevard needs, widening of sidewalks,
improvements to pedestrian crossings, installation of more bike parking, and
investigating the feasibility of temporary or permanent closures of streets to vehicular
traffic. At the regulatory level the Plan has already led to the prohibition of new autooriented uses and of any new curb cuts on Moro Street, Bluemont Avenue, and Anderson
Avenue.

DOWNTOWN TOMORROW PL AN
Completed in 2000, this plan contained several recommendations for improving
pedestrian accessibility and connectivity, most of which were achieved through the
redevelopment of downtown in the last two decades. Community Development will
revise the plan starting in 2020.

MANHAT TAN URBAN ARE A COMPREHENSIVE PL AN
MANHAT TAN ARE A TR ANSPORTATION STR ATEGY

( MUACP )
( MATS )

Chapter 7 of the Comprehensive Plan is focused on building a balanced multi-modal
transportation system. The Action Plan for the Comprehensive Plan recommends
updating the Bicycle Master Plan and updating engineering design standards to
incorporate multi-modal considerations. The MATS report contains extensive chapters
on pedestrian and bicycle modes driven by the goals to “Provide and maintain a safe,
walkable, connected, and accessible transportation system for pedestrians designed
to maximize usage” and “Provide and maintain a safe, convenient, and connected
transportation system for bicyclists designed to maximize usage”.
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CIT Y PARK MA STER PL AN
This master plan, adopted in 2018, emphasizes improvements to bicycle and pedestrian
connectivity to and through City Park. To this end, the Plan recommends eliminating
vehicular through-traffic in City Park by removing a portion of Central Park Road,
removing and relocating several surface parking lots, modifying vehicle entry points, and
adding pedestrian amenities like curb bump-outs and raised table crossings.

LINE AR PARK TR AIL PHA SE 2 MA STER PL AN
This 1998 trail master plan recommended the City “complete a continuous [trail] loop
around Manhattan, providing recreational opportunities to all parts of the City while
serving as a connection between parks, natural areas, schools, residential areas, and the
City-wide bicycle system.” While major trail segments have been built since this plan was
adopted, a primary goal of this Plan—a continuous trail loop—has not yet been achieved.

SETH CHILD ROAD CORRIDOR MANAGEMENT PL AN
This 20-year plan makes recommendations for improvements along the corridor and at
intersections for the benefit of bicycle and pedestrian modes. The plan was completed in
March 2019.

Flint Hills MPO
REGIONAL CONNEC TIONS PL AN
This regional document outlines a regional trail system to connect communities, state
parks, and other community amenities in the three counties.

FLINT HILL S TR ANSPORTATION PL AN ( FHTP )
The FHTP is the region’s long-range transportation plan, identifying regionally significant
and/or federally funded projects. Bicycle and pedestrian projects that are several million
dollars should be identified in this document.
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Systems Plan Organization
CHAP TER 1: INTRODUC TION
Outlines the Systems Plan’s purpose and explains its place in the context of other
planning efforts and initiatives.

CHAP TER 2: VISION & GOAL S
Captures the vision and policy framework for Manhattan’s Bicycle and Pedestrian Systems
Plan. This chapter includes performance metrics to measure implementation progress.

CHAP TER 3: MANHAT TAN TODAY
Provides an inventory of present-day walking and bicycling in Manhattan, including
walking and biking infrastructure and programs.
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CHAP TER 4: WHAT WE HE ARD
Chronicles how stakeholders, businesses, and community members shaped the Systems
Plan through an interactive and tactile engagement process.

CHAP TER 5: PROJEC TS, PROGR AMS & POLICIES
Maps and describes specific projects, programs, and policy changes recommended to
meet the active transportation needs of Manhattan’s residents and visitors.

CHAP TER 6: IMPLEMENTATION PL AN
Presents project prioritization and evaluation strategies and provides details on funding
opportunities to advance the Systems Plan through phased implementation.

APPENDIX A: RECOMMENDATION TABLES
APPENDIX B: PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT SUMMARY
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Vision &
Goals
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Overview
The goals of the Systems Plan reflect the priorities expressed by stakeholders and the
community throughout engagement process. Discussions with staff and local leaders,
national best practices, and input from community members have shaped the proposed
strategies and policies intended to help the City achieve these goals.
The vision, goals, and performance measures are designed to guide the work of City staff
and elected officials, partner agencies, and private developers to improve the livability,
economic vitality, and non-motorized accessibility for residents and visitors throughout
Manhattan.
The Systems Plan is organized around a vision statement, three overarching goals tied to
relevant strategies and performance measures, and a series of guiding principles.

BIC YCLE AND WALK FRIENDLY COMMUNIT Y DESIGNATION
Manhattan is currently recognized as a Bicycle Friendly Community at the Bronze level
by the League of American Bicyclists. This voluntary assessment and award program
evaluates communities on ten criteria that they believe affect three key outcomes:
ridership, crashes, and fatalities. The goals, projects, programs, and policies identified in
the Systems Plan are designed to help elevate the City of Manhattan to a Silver or higher
designation in the near future.
Manhattan is not currently recognized as a Walk Friendly Community by the UNC
Highway Safety Research Center. Taking the actions listed in this plan can position the
City for recognition through this national program as well.
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Vision
Walking and biking in Manhattan is safe,
enjoyable, comfortable, and dignified for people
of all ages and abilities. Residents and visitors
alike value the quality of Manhattan’s active
transportation network and culture of walking
and biking, resulting in a community that is
healthier, safer, more connected, resilient, and
economically thriving.
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Goals
GOAL 1
Equity and Connectivity

PERFORMANCE ME A SURES

Build an equitable and comprehensive
network for walking and biking.

• Reduce disparities in access to safe walking
and biking environments
• Increase access to employment, education,
social and public services, shopping, and
parks and recreation facilities
• Improve community health

GOAL 2
Safety and Comfort

PERFORMANCE ME A SURES

Make walking and biking safe,
comfortable, and dignified

• Increase the share of people walking and
biking to work
• Increase the share of students walking and
biking to school
• Increase in the percentage of streets with
a high pedestrian level of service and low
bicycle traffic stress
• Reduce the number and severity of crashes
involving people walking and biking
• Increase compliance with traffic laws
• Increase the reach and use of the bike share
system
• Increase percentage of sidewalks, trails, and
bikeways in good repair
• Maintain adequate pavement quality,
striping, and sign visibility and signal/
beacon functionality on all bicycle and
pedestrian facilities.
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GOAL 3
Support and Momentum

PERFORMANCE ME A SURES

Build capacity, support, and momentum
for walking and biking

• Increase the number of staff actively
working on pedestrian and bicycle
infrastructure and program improvements.
• Complete short term projects recommended
in this plan by 2026 and high priority
projects by 2031.
• Track and begin publishing an annual
bicycle and pedestrian progress report.
• Increase the number of people reached by
educational programming.
• Increase investment in and funding for
pedestrian and bicycle projects.
• Achieve Silver Bicycle Friendly Community
status by the League of American Bicyclists,
and increase the number of Bicycle Friendly
Businesses in Manhattan.
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Manhattan
Today
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This chapter describes the active transportation landscape in Manhattan, including
a discussion of related themes that inform the recommended infrastructure projects,
programs, and policies in the community.

Local Context
Demographics
Manhattan is home to over 55,000 residents, according to the 2017 American Community
Survey five-year estimates. This represents 73% of the Riley County population. The city
of Manhattan has an approximately equal number of men and women, while in the rest
of Riley County, nearly 60% of the population identifies as male. The gender balance in
Manhattan is similar to the gender balance statewide. When compared to the state of
Kansas, Manhattan’s population is much younger. The median age in Manhattan is 25
years old, while statewide the median age is 36 years old.

Land Use & Major Destinations
Major destinations in Manhattan include schools, parks, the library, civic and cultural
sites, transit stops, employment centers, and shopping areas as mapped in Figure 6. While
many destinations are dispersed throughout the city, there are a few key locations with
a higher concentration of trip generators including downtown, Aggieville, the Westloop
Shopping Center, and Seth Child Commons.

Transit Access
Manhattan is served by the Flint Hills Area Transportation Agency bus service, ATA Bus.
There are six fixed bus routes in Manhattan that serve downtown Manhattan, Kansas
State University, and other significant shopping and commercial destinations.
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FIGURE 6: Major Destinations
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FIGURE 7: Population Density
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Equity
Equity issues are an important part of all planning processes, including the development
of the Systems Plan. Historically, communities with large populations of non-white
ethnicities or low-income households have received less investment from their
local governments, including an uneven spatial distribution of facilities and safety
improvements for people walking and bicycling. A review of citywide factors related to
equity identified neighborhoods that are likely to be disproportionately burdened by a
lack of transportation options. Figures 9 and 9A show demand and equity based on need.
These and other considerations informed the projects and prioritization recommended in
the Systems Plan.

Income and Vehicle Access
Median household income in Manhattan is approximately $47,630, lower than the median
household income of Riley County ($48,230) and the State of Kansas ($55,480). Eight
percent of households in Manhattan have no vehicle available, a higher percentage than
in Riley County as a whole (six percent) and Kansas (five percent). Household vehicle
availability in Manhattan is shown in Figure 8.
FIGURE 8: Vehicles Available per Household

5%
FOUR VEHICLES AVAILABLE

8%
NO VEHICLES AVAILABLE

14%
THREE VEHICLES
AVAILABLE

35%
ONE VEHICLE AVAILABLE

38%
TWO VEHICLES AVAILABLE
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FIGURE 9: Demand
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FIGURE 9A. Equity
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Bicycling & Walking Today
Existing Bicycle Network
The City’s current bicycle network has approximately 48 miles of bikeways, and
has grown by 266 percent since the last Bicycle Master Plan in 1998 (see Table 3).
Descriptions of each bikeway type are included in the following section, and bikeways are
mapped in Figure 10 to show where they currently exist in Manhattan.
TABLE 3: Growth in Bikeway Mileage, 1998-2019
Bikeway Mileage: 1998

Bikeway Mileage: 2019
13

Miles added, 1998-2019
48

35

MULTI - USE PATHS & TR AIL S
Multi-use paths and trails allow two-way travel by people bicycling and walking, and
are often considered the most comfortable facilities for children and inexperienced
riders as there are few potential conflicts between people bicycling and people driving.
In Manhattan, “multi-use path” is used to describe shared-use facilities that parallels a
road within the right-of-way and “trail” is used to describe shared-use facilities that are
completely separate from the street network. (Single-track hiking and mountain biking
trails are beyond the scope of this document.)
There are currently 29 miles of multi-use paths and trails in Manhattan.

PHYSIC ALLY SEPAR ATED BIKE L ANES
Separated bike lanes are on-street bicycle facilities that are physically separated from
motorized traffic by a vertical element or barrier, such as a curb, bollard, on-street
parking, landscaping, or other treatments. Separated bike lanes can allow for one- or
two-way travel on one or both sides of the roadway.
There are currently no physically separated bike lanes in Manhattan.

VISUALLY SEPAR ATED BIKE L ANES
Visually separated bike lanes are striped preferential lanes on the roadway for bicycle
travel. Some bicycle lanes include a striped buffer on one or both sides to increase
separation from motorized traffic or from parked cars, where people may open doors into
the bicycle lane.
There are currently seven miles of visually separated bike lanes in Manhattan.
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FIGURE 10: Existing Bicycle Network
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SHARED ROADWAY ( BIC YCLE BOULE VARD)
Shared roadways are designated bicycle routes where people bicycling share a travel
lane with people driving. Because they are shared facilities, these types of routes are
only recommended on low-speed streets with relatively low traffic volumes. Some
shared roadway routes include shared-lane markings or “sharrows” that indicate proper
bicycle positioning in the center of the travel lane and alert drivers that bicyclists may be
present. Others include more robust traffic-calming features to promote bicyclist comfort
and are known as “bicycle boulevards” or “calm streets.”
There are currently 11 miles of designated shared roadways in Manhattan.

Existing Support Facilities
Support facilities are also needed to attract and serve bicyclists during all steps of their
journey. People are less likely to ride their bike to destinations without secure bicycle
parking. Other support facilities include repair stations with basic tools, wayfinding or
guide signs to help bicyclists navigate, and end-of-trip facilities like showers and bike
lockers at destinations.
A complete bicycle network must include secure bicycle parking at the end of every trip.
Bicycle parking can generally be divided into two categories: short-term bicycle racks and
long-term higher-security parking.
The City has installed short-term bicycle parking in several areas including downtown, in
Aggieville, and at destinations including the library, city parks, and City Hall. In 2016 the
City installed a series of wayfinding signs along the existing bicycle boulevard network.

Existing Pedestrian Network
There are many features that contribute to a convenient and comfortable walking
environment. Investing in network expansion and improvements will further enhance the
pedestrian experience in Manhattan.

SIDE WALK S
Sidewalks form the backbone of the pedestrian transportation system. Most streets in
Manhattan’s core have sidewalks on at least one side of the street, however there are
a few notable gaps. Sidewalks are less common further from downtown. In Manhattan,
sidewalk maintenance is the responsibility of the property owner.
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CROSSWALK S
Every intersection is a pedestrian crossing even though they may not be marked.
Crosswalks provide guidance for pedestrians who are crossing roadways by defining and
delineating their path of travel. Marked crosswalks alert drivers of a pedestrian crossing
point and increase yielding to pedestrians. Crosswalks in Manhattan are typically marked
using the continental high visibility pattern shown in the image above.

PEDESTRIAN -AC TIVATED CROSSING BE ACONS
Manhattan has a variety of pedestrian-activated crossings including pedestrian hybrid
beacons (or HAWKs), rectangular rapid flashing beacons (RRFBs), pedestrian-activated
signals, and slow-flashing beacons. When activated by a pedestrian, these crossing
beacons provide a flashing warning or full red signal to oncoming motorists.
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Barriers to Active Transportation
Three highways cross through Manhattan including US-24, K-18, and K-113. These
transportation features create challenges for people walking and bicycling in some
places, since accommodations along and across the roadways are extremely limited. Also
a number of higher-volume city streets, in combination with a scarcity of continuous
alternative routes, pose barriers to active transportation.
A Trail Use Study, completed in 2016 in partnership with the Sunflower Foundation,
involved input from over 2,000 residents (mostly trail users). The study identified several
barriers to increased trail use including:
• Lack of information about the trail routes, location of access points, and parking
availability
• Lack of connectivity between trail segments and between trails and the rest of the
bicycle-pedestrian network
• Personal safety concerns, lack of lighting, lack of police presence, and lack of safe
crossings at major roadways

Bicycle and Pedestrian Trips
The most consistent bicycling and walking data comes from the American Community
Survey 5-year estimates, which record the mode of transportation people use to commute
to work. From 2009 to 2017, bicycling to work in Manhattan has increased while walking
to work has decreased. Rates of walking and bicycling to work in Manhattan are higher
than in Riley County as a whole, and much higher than statewide rates (Figure 11).
In addition to reviewing data on mode of transportation to work, the City of Manhattan
and Flint Hills MPO have conducted both manual and automated bicycle and pedestrian
counts at approximately 40 locations around the city. In addition to tracking the volume
of people walking or biking, manual counts also track helmet usage, gender, and whether
people are riding on sidewalks or in roadways. The Flint Hills MPO deploys automated
counters at various locations for one to two weeks at a time to gather and track ridership
data and trends over the course of the day and week. The counters are shared between
several Metropolitan Planning Organizations in Kansas.
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FIGURE 11: Rates of Bicycling and Walking to Work, 2009-2017
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Programs
Programs help support walking and bicycling by sharing information, supporting active
transportation culture, enforcing safe behavior, and tracking progress. Communities that
have higher rates of walking and biking consistently use a “6Es” approach with four types
of programs that compliment Engineering improvements and Equity initiatives.
Education

Providing safety education for people walking, biking, and driving, as
well as education about the benefits of active transportation and the
facilities available in the community

Encouragement

Promoting bicycling and walking as fun and efficient modes of
transportation and recreation

Enforcement

Enforcing laws and good behavior for people walking, bicycling, and
driving

Evaluation

Monitoring the success of efforts through counts, surveys, and review
of relevant data.

The City and its partners have been carrying out the following programs in recent years
to support bicycling and walking.

SAFE ROUTES TO SCHOOL
In 2017, the City of Manhattan and Unified School District (USD) 383 developed Phase
II of its Safe Routes to School (SRTS) Plan to improve walking and biking near USD
383’s eight elementary schools. The SRTS program combines engineering, education,
encouragement, enforcement, and evaluation strategies to increase the number of
students who are able to safely and comfortably walk and bike to school in Manhattan.

BIC YCLE EDUC ATION
The Bicycle Safety & Awareness Program (BSAP) is a Physical Education curriculum that
all 5th & 6th grade students at USD 383 complete annually. The program includes a twopart curriculum: introducing topics and skills in classrooms, and then on-bike application
and practice of skills. The goals are to improve student confidence, safety, and skill while
cycling and introduce them to the transportation system through signage and navigating
intersections.
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Manhattan Parks and Recreation has hosted a bicycle club for youth participating in the
Little Apple Day Camp for several years. MPRD is planning to implement an adult cycling
education program in Spring 2019 in partnership with BikeWalkMHK.

BIKE MONTH
Bike Month, celebrated in May of each year, is a time when people are encouraged to try
bicycling to work and other destinations in the community. Coordinated by BikeWalkMHK,
BikeMHK, and the City of Manhattan, civic organizations and local partners organize a
series of bicycle-themed social events, group rides, and more for a variety of ages and
skill levels.

GREEN APPLE BIKES
Green Apple Bikes (GAB) is a free local bike-share program started in 2015 by a local
entrepreneur and powered by volunteers. The program started with 100 bikes and a few
bike racks near hotels and in downtown. The initial goal was to provide a way for those
visiting Manhattan the opportunity to explore the city on bike. Instead, the program
became popular among local residents and K-State students, highlighting an unmet need
for transportation in the community. The GAB fleet has since grown to over 500 bikes
in circulation that residents, students, and visitors have come to rely on as part of the
transportation system.
Essential Bikes was founded a few years after the GAB program when it became apparent
that some people were relying on GABs as their main mode of transportation to get to
work or access community services. Essential Bikes was created to provide regular users
of GAB with their own bike, helmet, bike lock, and a credit for repairs and maintenance at
a local bike shop.

Collisions
Data of bicycle- and pedestrian-involved collisions can provide insight into locations
or roadway characteristics that tend to have higher collision rates, as well as
behaviors and other factors that contribute to collisions. These insights will inform the
recommendations and prioritization in the Systems Plan to address challenges that
people face while walking and biking.
Collision data involving people walking and biking was acquired from the Kansas
Department of Transportation. Five years of data was evaluated from 2012 through 2017.
A total of 82 bicycle-involved collisions and 114 pedestrian-involved collisions were
reported in Manhattan during the study period. These collisions are mapped in Figure 12.
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FIGURE 12: Bicycle and Pedestrian Collisions
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User Experience & Perceived Comfort
Traffic stress is the perceived sense of danger associated with riding adjacent to or with
vehicle traffic. Studies have shown that traffic stress is one of the greatest deterrents
to bicycling. The less stressful (and more comfortable) a bicycle facility is, the wider its
appeal to a broader segment of the population. A bicycle network will attract a large
portion of the population if it is designed to reduce stress associated with motor vehicle
conflicts and if it connects people bicycling to where they want to go.
Bikeways are considered low stress if they involve very little traffic interaction by
nature of the roadway’s vehicle speeds and volumes (e.g., a bicycle boulevard on a quiet
neighborhood street) or if greater levels of physical separation are provided between
bicyclists and motorized traffic on roadways with higher traffic speeds and volumes (e.g.,
a physically separated bikeway on a major street).

Types of Bicyclists
Research indicates that the majority of people in the United States (56–73%) would
bicycle if dedicated bicycle facilities were provided while only a small percentage of
Americans (1–3%) are willing to ride if no facilities are provided. This research into how
people perceive bicycling as a transportation choice indicates that most people fall into
one of the following four categories:
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Bicycle Level of Traffic Stress
To better meet the needs of the “Interested, but Concerned” cyclist, planners developed
the Bicycle Level of Traffic Stress (BLTS) analysis as an objective, data-driven evaluation
model to help identify streets with high levels of traffic stress. The analysis uses roadway
network data (i.e. posted speed limit, street width, number of travel lanes, intersection
conditions, presence and character of bikeway facilities, and land use context) to
determine bicyclist comfort level.
The combination of these criteria creates four levels of traffic stress for the existing
roadway network (Table 4). The lower the number, the lower the stress and the higher
the level of comfort for people on bicycles. LTS 1 & 2 roads are typically the roadways
that appeal to the “Interested, but Concerned” cyclists.
TABLE 4: Bicycle Level of Traffic Stress

Bicycle Level of Traffic Stress

Description

LTS 1

Off-street shared use paths and some
very low-stress roadways suitable for
all ages and abilities

All Ages and Abilities

LTS 2
Average Adult

LTS 3
Confident Adult

LTS 4
Fearless Adult

Percent of
network in
Manhattan
1%

Roadways that are comfortable
enough for the mainstream adult
population to ride on them

68%

Arterial roadways with bicycle
facilities that are probably only
comfortable for an experienced,
confident bicyclist

14%

Arterial roadways with no bicycle
facilities that are only ridden by
strong or fearless bicyclists

16%

RESULTS
The BLTS scores shown in Figure 13 illustrate the low-stress connections and gaps
throughout Manhattan. The Bicycle LTS results map approximate the user experience
for the majority of Manhattan residents, however people may have differing opinions on
traffic stress depending on their own experience.
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FIGURE 13: Bicycle Level of Traffic Stress
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Pedestrian Level of Service
Pedestrian Level of Service (PLOS) analysis examines the level of comfort, safety, and
ease of mobility that pedestrians experience when moving along and across the street.
Like BLTS analysis, PLOS examines roadway data and street characteristics to identify
gaps within the pedestrian network and opportunities to enhance network connectivity
through targeted infrastructure improvements.
Pedestrian LOS follows a five-point scale with lower numbers representing greater
comfort levels, with roadway segments and intersections being scored separately. For
segments, more pedestrian space on lower-speed roadways generally correlate to higher
comfort levels. For intersections, greater comfort levels correlate to stop-controlled
intersections, marked crosswalks, and fewer traffic lanes.

RESULTS
The PLOS scores shown in Figure 14 and Figure 15 illustrate the low-stress pedestrian
connections and gaps in Manhattan. As with the BLTS results, the PLOS analysis
approximates the user experience for the majority of Manhattan residents with the
understanding that some people may have differing opinions based on their experience.
TABLE 5: Pedestrian Level of Service
Pedestrian
Level of Service Description

Percent of
Percent of
street mileage intersections
in Manhattan in Manhattan

PLOS 1

Highest comfort (typically lower
speed roadways with fewer lanes
and more pedestrian space)

14%

81%*

PLOS 2

Higher comfort

26%

4%

PLOS 3

Moderate comfort

3%

8%

PLOS 4

Lower comfort

44%

5%

PLOS 5

Lowest comfort (typically roadways
with incomplete sidewalk network,
higher speeds, and greater number
of lanes)

12%

2%

*includes PLOS 0 intersections (generally stop-controlled intersections with curb ramps and no
more than two lanes)
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FIGURE 14: Pedestrian Level of Service: Segments
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FIGURE 15: Pedestrian Level of Service: Intersections
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What We
Heard
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This chapter presents an overview of the format and approach for each outreach
opportunity, along with a summary of feedback received.
Engaging Manhattan stakeholders and community members was a valued part of the
Systems Plan process. A variety of outreach opportunities were used to seek input from
key stakeholder and the general public. The plan development process also included
extensive coordination and partnership between agencies and City departments to
ensure that the Systems Plan meets the needs of the community, advances initiatives
of local and regional partners, and includes projects and programs that can feasibly be
implemented. Specific events and opportunities included:

COMMUNIT Y
MEETINGS

CIT Y LE ADERSHIP &
BOARD MEETINGS

Pop-up events

Bicycle and Pedestrian
Advisory Committee

Focus group meetings
Public open house

Parks and Recreation
Advisory Board

ONLINE
Interactive map
City website
Social media

Planning Board
City Commission
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Engagement Approach
Community engagement for the Manhattan Bicycle and Pedestrian Systems Plan focused
on a process to build consensus amongst stakeholders to support the Systems Plan and
the importance of enhanced walking and biking infrastructure in Manhattan. Engagement
efforts assisted in the project and program identification and evaluation.

Goals
The community engagement efforts were organized to achieve the following goals:
• Inform the community by providing balanced and objective information to better
understand the problems, alternatives, opportunities, and solutions.
• Consult the community by obtaining feedback on analysis, alternatives, and decisions.
• Involve the community by working directly with them throughout the process to
ensure that concerns and aspirations are consistently understood and considered, and
providing a wide range of opportunities for stakeholders to be engaged.
• Demonstrate that community input has influenced the decision-making and planning
priorities.
• Build partnerships with other agencies and stakeholders, recognizing the effect this
effort has on the community, and that it complements other community initiatives.
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Engagement Activities
Partnerships
BIKE WALK MHK
Bike Walk MHK’s community advocacy for safe and equitable walking and biking in
Manhattan was leveraged through a partnership to create Pledge Cards, which were used
to demonstrate widespread community support of the Bicycle and Pedestrian Systems
Plan. Bike Walk MHK and the Systems Plan team engaged with community members at
a multitude of community activities throughout the timeline of the planning process,
resulting in nearly 100 signed Pledge Cards urging the City Commission to support
enhanced walking and biking infrastructure in Manhattan.

CIT Y OF MANHAT TAN PARK S & RECRE ATION
The City of Manhattan Parks & Recreation department conducted robust community
engagement throughout 2018 and 2019 around parks and recreation trails improvement
projects. MPRD conducted Trail Intercept surveys at seven locations in June 2018.
Volunteers asked trail users about their use of the trail system and issues they encounter.
MPRD also hosted eight neighborhood meetings, collectively named Trail Talks, in Fall
2018 and Spring 2019 to collect input from community members interested in improving
walking and biking infrastructure. This data was folded into the community engagement
efforts for the Bicycle and Pedestrian Systems Plan. The data and responses proved to
be instrumental in creating a baseline of understanding of community attitudes and
opinions, and formed the foundation for continued community engagement as part of
this Plan.
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Focus Group Meetings
Over the course of the planning process, various community stakeholder agencies were
engaged through presentations about the planning process, desired outcomes, and
community input to date. These presentations provided opportunity for dialogue around
the issues of walking and biking in Manhattan, and resulted in widespread support for
the Bicycle and Pedestrian Systems Plan.
• Konza Rotary Club on April 5, 2019
• K-State Campus Planning & Development Advisory Committee on April 19, 2019
• Aggieville Business District on May 14, 2019
• Downtown Manhattan Inc. on May 16, 2019
• Manhattan Chamber of Commerce on May 16, 2019
• Noon Rotary Club on May 30, 2019

Online Interactive Map
The community had the opportunity to provide input on walking and biking challenges
and feedback on draft network recommendations through an online interactive map.
During the initial phase of community engagement, residents could draw routes or
provide location specific comments to address areas of maintenance concern, gaps within
the network, or suggested connection needs. The interactive map tool was utilized
again in the second phase of engagement to gather feedback on the proposed network
connections and recommended facility selections.

City Website & Social Media
The community was informed of the various community engagement events
and activities through a number of ways: traditional press releases; social media
announcements on Facebook, Twitter, and NextDoor; and project website updates.

WEBSITE
The City created a dedicated web page on their website for the Bicycle and Pedestrian
Systems Plan. All project flyers pointed to the web page, where community members
could learn more about the project, planning process, and access online engagement
opportunities.
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SOCIAL MEDIA
The City has more than 10,500 followers on Facebook and thousands of additional
subscribers on Nextdoor. Throughout the Systems Plan process, posts on these platforms
notified residents of upcoming events, online engagement tools, and demonstration
project installations.

Demonstration Projects & Pop-Up Events
During spring, summer, and fall of 2019, the City and Flint Hills MPO launched a
series of short-term, low-cost active transportation demonstration projects in various
neighborhoods. The demonstration projects provided temporary street improvements
intended to increase safety and enhance the community through the implementation
of curb extensions and painted crosswalk stripes. These demonstration projects helped
raise awareness of the Systems Plan while also providing an educational opportunity
about potential recommendations of the plan and their impact at a very tangible scale.
Demonstration projects and pop-up engagement included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Manhattan and Fremont, April 23–24
Hudson Trail at Churchill, Londonderry, and Englewood, June 28–30
Manhattan City Park Phase 1, July 11–17
Purple Power Play in the Park on August 29–30
9th and Yuma, July 29–August 3
Walters and Butterfield, September 5–11
14th and Leavenworth, September 13–17
Manhattan City Park Phase 2, September 12–18
4th & Houston, September 18–23
Third Thursday on September 19
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Project and City Committee, Board, and Commission Meetings
PROJEC T STEERING COMMIT TEE
The Project Steering Committee (PSC) comprised 14 individuals who representated
diverse interests, demographics, geographic areas of the community, and expertise—
education, safety, community advocacy, recreation, transportation, economic
development, and planning. The PSC met three times over the planning process to
develop the draft vision and goals, shape decision-making criteria, develop and provide
feedback on draft recommendations and evaluation criteria.

BIC YCLE AND PEDESTRIAN ADVISORY COMMIT TEE
Draft deliverables and project updates were presented to the City’s Bicycle and
Pedestrian Advisory Committee (BPAC) at multiple meetings during development of the
Systems Plan. At their meeting on December 20, 2019, the Committee recommended
approval of the plan.

MANHAT TAN PL ANNING BOARD
This section will be completed following the PB meetings.

PARK S & RECRE ATION ADVISORY BOARD
The Board reviewed the draft plan on January 6, 2020. After presentations by staff
and a number of questions and comments from the Board, including a suggestion that
Westloop Shopping Center should have higher-priority projects near it, they voted 6–0–0
to accept the plan as presented.

CIT Y COMMISSION
This section will be completed following City Commission review.
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Projects,
Programs &
Policies
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The active transportation network described in the Systems Plan seeks to provide the
Manhattan community with convenient, comfortable, and healthy transportation choices.
Built on the needs and opportunities identified through the evaluation of existing
conditions, progress made since the 1998 Bicycle Master Plan, data analysis,
and stakeholder input, this chapter presents the projects, programs, and policy
recommendations for the City of Manhattan.
Recommendations are considered planning-level, meaning they should be used as a
guide when implementing projects. In some cases, additional stakeholder engagement,
traffic impact studies, and more detailed design analysis will be required to evaluate
specific site conditions and develop designs that reflect conditions, constraints, and
community interests.
This chapter includes the following sections:
• Projects describes the proposed bicycling and walking infrastructure improvements
• Citywide Projects describes improvements that should be pursued throughout
Manhattan as opportunities arise, but specific locations for these improvements have
not been identified in the Systems Plan
• Programs & Policies includes recommended education, encouragement, enforcement,
and evaluation activities to be pursued or expanded by the City and its partners as
well as policies and internal operating procedures that will support a more walkable
and bikeable Manhattan
For a table of infrastructure recommendations, see Appendix A.
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Projects
Bicycle Network Projects
Bicycle network projects are categorized based on four levels of separation between
bicyclists and motorized traffic. These include:
• Multi-Use Paths/Trails: Dedicated paths for walking and bicycling that are physically
separate from the roadway
• Physically Separated Bikeways: On-street bicycle facilities with a physical barrier
between the bicycle space and motor vehicle lanes, including bollards, curbs, planters,
parking, or other vertical elements
• Visually Separated Bikeways: Striped lanes for bicyclists including conventional bicycle
lanes and buffered bicycle lanes, which include a striped “buffer” area between the
bicycle lane and travel lane, between the bicycle lane and parking lane, or both
• Shared Roadway: Signed routes for bicyclists on low-speed, low-volume streets
where lanes are shared with motorists, including bicycle boulevards which are further
enhanced with traffic calming or other treatments to prioritize bicyclist comfort
A summary of existing and proposed bicycle network improvements is provided in Table
6 and mapped in Figure 16 and Figure 17. Note that some existing routes were upgraded
for greater separation. Single-track and hiking trails are not included in this document
given their lack of suitability for all ages and abilities, but the Parks and Recreation
Department will continue to plan for these facilities.
The need for existing bicycle boulevards may be re-evaluated as high quality, low-stress
bikeways are implemented on adjacent parallel streets. Even if local streets are not
formally recognized as bicycle boulevards in the long term, they may still benefit from
traffic-calming treatments to encourage low traffic speeds and volumes, and to increase
safety and comfort for people walking and biking.
TABLE 6: Existing and Proposed Bikeway Mileage

Bikeway Type
Multi-Use Paths/Trails
Physically Separated Bikeways
Visually Separated Bikeways
Shared Roadway

Existing Miles

64

Total Existing +
Proposed Miles

29.2

41.4

70.6

0

4.3

4.3

7.3

20.0

27.3

11.3

9.0

20.3

4.7

4.7

79.4

127.2

To Be Determined
Total

Proposed
Additional Miles

47.8
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FIGURE 16: Existing and Proposed Bicycle Network
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FIGURE 17: Existing and Proposed Bicycle Network: Downtown
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Pedestrian Network Projects
The pedestrian network includes multi-use paths/trails as discussed in the previous
section, along with sidewalks. Sidewalks and pathways are an essential element of a
pedestrian network. They not only provide a comfortable walking space separate from
the roadway, but are also a foundational element of Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
compliance. Existing and proposed pedestrian facilities are shown in Figure 18.
Sidewalks should provide a smooth surface free of obstructions at least five feet wide.
In areas where high pedestrian activity is expected, wider sidewalks may be desirable. In
areas where people walking and biking are expected to share space, multi-use paths and
trails should be at least eight feet wide. Sidewalks and pathways can either be adjacent
to the curb or separated by a planted treelawn or, in more urban settings, tree wells.
There are many streets in Manhattan with sidewalks or pathways, but the network
is inconsistent. This plan recommends that the City continue to conduct sidewalk
infill where gaps currently exist, and provide sidewalks when redevelopment or new
development occurs, even if sidewalks aren’t present currently.
Street networks laid out in a traditional grid improve pedestrian connectivity. Future
developments should be designed with gridded street networks. In more suburbanstyle developments, the City should secure sidewalk and trail easements to maintain
pedestrian and bicycle connectivity and be built along with other public infrastructure
before structures are built.
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FIGURE 18: Existing and Proposed Pedestrian Network
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Trail Loop Projects
A primary goal of the Linear Trail Phase 2 Master Plan was a continuous trail loop around
the City. Completing the loop received substantial public support at input meetings
hosted by Manhattan Parks and Recreation in 2017 and 2018. The loop would likely serve
primarily as a recreational route, however segments of the loop could supplement the
active transportation network. The loop is envisioned to utilize twelve miles of existing
multi-use paths and trails, including the existing Linear Trail. An additional six miles of
paths are needed to complete the primary loop. A secondary loop in the southwest part
of the City is also envisioned by this Plan. The proposed Manhattan Trail Loop is shown
in Figure 19.
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FIGURE 19: Existing and Proposed Pedestrian Network
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Citywide Projects
In addition to specific infrastructure projects and related programmatic efforts, some
amenities are needed citywide to complete and support the active transportation
and recreation networks. These amenities should be installed as a matter of policy in
conjunction with City projects as opportunities arise, or when development occurs.
Citywide amenities recommended in this plan include a comprehensive wayfinding
program, secure bicycle parking, pedestrian scale lighting, and other amenities.

Wayfinding & Safety
Wayfinding signs direct bicyclists or pedestrians along the existing network and to key
destinations. Signs typically include distance or time and direction (using an arrow) to
nearby routes or destinations. The Systems Plan recommends that the City develop
and implement a comprehensive wayfinding program for bicyclist and pedestrians,
integrating this program with transit stops.
The wayfinding system for City trails should include signage at trailheads, trail
intersections or decision points, and along the trail. Trailhead signs should feature
the trail name
and a• context
showing the trail system and distances to nearby
Fundamental Navigational
Elements
On Streetmap
Signage
destinations. Wayfinding markers along the trail would serve as distance markers and
important location identifiers for emergency responders in the case of an accident or
safety issues on the trail.

11’
10’
NW Street Name

9’
8’
7’

Destination One

6

Destination Two

2

To Destination One

Destination Three 1

6’
5’
4’
3’
2’
1’

Decision

Turn

Confirmation

Street Sign Blade
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Bicycle Parking
No bicycling network is complete without convenient and secure bicycle parking. Bicycle
parking can take many forms, from a simple bike rack to secure storage in a locker
or gated area. The Systems Plan recommends the City continue to expand its bicycle
parking as opportunities arise and new development occurs. Refer to the policies and
internal operations recommendations for specific guidance.

SHORT-TERM BIC YCLE PARKING
Bicycle parking can be categorized into short-term and long-term parking. Bicycle racks
are the preferred device for short-term bicycle parking. These racks serve people who
leave their bicycles for relatively short periods of time, typically for shopping or errands,
dining, or recreation. Bicycle racks provide a high level of convenience and moderate
security. Below are two types of bike racks recommended for use in Manhattan. Both are
consistent with the Association of Pedestrian and Bicycle Professionals (APBP) Essentials
of Bike Parking: Selecting and Installing Bike Parking that Works (2015). The City may
also choose to partner with local artist groups to develop customized racks that serve as
bicycle parking in addition to public art while following principles of good rack design,
including two points of contact and adequate room around the spaces. Where possible,
on-street bicycle corrals can be used to provide additional bicycle parking where high
demand or limited sidewalk space exists.
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LONG -TERM BIC YCLE PARKING
Long-term bicycle parking includes bike locks and secure parking areas and serves
people who intend to leave their bicycles for longer periods of time. Bike lockers may
vary in design and operation including keyed lockers that are rented to a single individual
on a monthly basis, e-lockers that can be reserved online in hourly increments, or bicycle
storage rooms that can be unlocked with an access code.
These facilities provide a higher level of security than bicycle racks, and are typically
found at multifamily residential buildings, major employers, commercial buildings, and in
other areas where bicyclists running multiple errands would benefit from a secure place
to store parcels in addition to their bicycles.

Pedestrian-Scale Lighting
Pedestrian-scale lighting is a type of lighting with frequent lampposts at a low height
that illuminate the walking area. Lighting should evenly cover the pedestrian area
without dark spots. Pedestrian-scale lighting increases visibility of pedestrians for drivers
at night, and contributes to a more comfortable and inviting streetscape for people
walking.
Pedestrian-scale lighting should be designed to illuminate only the areas needed and be
no brighter than necessary. Street trees should be appropriately maintained so they do
not obstruct illumination from the lighting along sidewalks and pathways.
The Systems Plan recommends the City evaluate locations where pedestrian-scale
lighting may improve pedestrian comfort and encourage walking including downtown,
Aggieville, the Kansas State University area, and trails.

Amenities
Sidewalk and trail furnishings like benches, shade trees, restrooms, water fountains,
and trash receptacles contribute to a cleaner, more comfortable, and more pedestrianoriented public realm. These elements not only encourage the activation of Manhattan’s
sidewalk and trail network, they also contribute to a more accessible pedestrian network
for all residents. Seniors, young children, and those with mobility impairments will
benefit from frequent places to stop and rest.
The Systems Plan recommends the City adopt a street furnishings palette to guide
furnishing aesthetics and placement, and identify and pursue opportunities to provide
amenities near transit stops and along trails.
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Programs
This section describes recommended bicycle and pedestrian related programs for the City
of Manhattan. The recommendations are organized in four E’s:
Education programs are designed to improve safety and awareness. They can include
programs that teach students how to safely cross the street, or teach drivers where to
anticipate bicyclists and how to share the road safely.
Encouragement programs provide incentives and support to help people try walking and
bicycling more often.
Enforcement programs enforce legal and respectful walking, bicycling, and driving.
They include a variety of approaches, ranging from police enforcement to neighborhood
signage campaigns.
Evaluation programs are an important component of any investment. They help measure
success at meeting the goals of the Systems Plan and identify adjustments that may be
necessary.
The fifth and sixth E’s commonly included in discussions of active transportation are
Engineering and Equity. Engineering is reflected by the recommended infrastructure
projects listed in this chapter. Equity is incorporated into the project identification and
evaluation criteria. Equity should also be considered throughout implementation of the
Systems Plan.
Given limited staff time and resources available, programs should be implemented or
continued as funding and resources allow. Partnering with local organizations or other
agencies is a key strategy to sustain program activity.

Education
Educate people about safe walking, biking, and driving behavior.
Actions:
• Support the continuation and expansion of bicycle and pedestrian safety education
programs in schools and through other channels.
• Develop a people-friendly driver program and integrate it into drivers’ education.
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Launch a Safe Streets MHK community education and safety campaign.
Actions:
• Review traffic violations, crash data, and public input to determine the most pressing
problems. Identify behavior that needs to change and who is doing that behavior
today, and synthesize target behavior change into a memorable, specific call to action.
• Talk to stakeholders to understand barriers to change, opportunities for a safety
campaign, community values, and existing communication channels. Figure out what
might motivate people to change their behavior.
• Develop a campaign strategy including identifying start/end dates, outreach
and communication channels to use, necessary media buy budget, partnership
opportunities, and evaluation strategies to measure and report success. Create a visual
identity and produce branded campaign collateral.
• Implement the campaign as defined in the strategy. Make any print, out-of-home,
and digital media buys and execute the social and earned media strategy. Work with
community partners and outreach staff as planned. Collect data on an ongoing basis to
make ongoing strategy adjustments and prepare for reporting.
• Report clearly to funders, decision makers, and stakeholders about what was done,
what the results were, lessons learned, and any next steps or recommendations.

Encouragement
Increase walking and biking through social rides, marketing, and promotion.
Actions:
• Provide current and easily accessible information about Manhattans walking and
bicycling network, programs, and bicycle parking. This includes updating and
distributing print and online bicycle maps, maintaining up-to-date City web pages, and
providing opportunities for public feedback.
• Encourage major employers to continue, develop, or expand active transportation
promotion programs to their employees and recognize those companies designated as
Bicycle Friendly Businesses by the League of American Bicyclists.
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• Continue to sponsor the annual Bike Month in May to educate people about the
benefits of walking and biking and receive input on Manhattan’s pedestrian and bicycle
program.
• Partner with BikeWalkMHK, BikeMHK, or similar groups to promote and support
community rides, events, and programs.
• Develop a walk and bike incentive program in partnership with businesses, employers,
and schools to track and incentivize active trips including walking, biking, and transit.
• Continue to publish Bike Map and/or Trail Guide for public information.
Develop and launch an Open Streets program.
Actions:
• Build a strong team involving diverse partners and stakeholders who can support
program development including management, community and political outreach,
volunteer coordination, communication and marketing, operations and permitting,
evaluation, finance, and sponsorship.
• Develop a vision for Open Streets in Manhattan including potential routes, frequency,
program hubs, and public participation and accessibility. Consider starting small,
evaluating successes and opportunities for improvement, and working towards a
grander vision.
• Conduct robust outreach and engagement with agency and community stakeholders
and the broader public to shape program goals and messages, gain support, and build
excitement.
Create a Parklet/Street Café program.
Actions:
• Develop a Manhattan Parklet and Street Café Program including clear program
requirements, design guidance, and an application manual.
• Partner with K-State to design and construct parklets for use by local businesses and
organizations.
• Consider developing a permit to allow alcohol consumption as part of Street Cafes.
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Enforcement
Support police enforcement activities targeted at people driving, biking, and walking and
educate and enforce proper and safe behavior.
Actions:
• Focus data-driven enforcement efforts on behaviors with greatest crash risk and/or
injury severity such as vehicle speeding or bicyclist wrong-way riding.
• Establish a bicycle ticket diversion program that allows bicyclists who are ticketed for
certain infractions to attend a class on safe bicycle riding to reduce or eliminate their
fines.

Evaluation
Measure bicycling and walking activity through annual counts.
Actions:
• Continue and expand the annual count program at key locations around the city.
• Purchase or build automated counters for week-long counts.
• Install permanent counters at key locations to conduct continuous data collection
and enable staff to calculate Average Daily Bicyclists and Average Daily Pedestrians
volumes using data from short-term manual or automated counts.
• Develop and publicize an annual pedestrian and bicycle count report.
Report annually on the implementation of this Plan.
Actions:
• Prepare and present a report to the Bicycle and Advisory Committee and City
Commission describing progress in:
» Achieving the goals of the Systems Plan in terms of specific performance measures
» Implementing the policies and programs of the Systems Plan
» Implementing network expansion and infrastructure improvements
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Internal Operations and Policies
This section describes recommended updates to City of Manhattan policies, internal
operations, and coordination regarding project funding, planning, design, delivery,
and facility maintenance. These recommendations are intended to integrate and
institutionalize the Systems Plan as part of the City’s everyday operations and project
delivery process.

Planning & Design
Integrate pedestrian and bicycle network and facility needs into all City planning
documents, repaving, and capital improvement projects.
Actions:
• Hold quarterly coordination meetings involving Public Works, Parks & Recreation,
Planning, and Community Development Block Grant to discuss upcoming projects in
order to maximize the value of improvements.
• Review the City’s Capital Improvement Program (CIP) list annually to ensure that
recommended projects from the Systems Plan are incorporated at the earliest possible
stage of facility maintenance and new capital projects.
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• Evaluate streets during pavement resurfacing to determine if recommended bicycle
facilities can be provided when striping is reapplied.
• Follow a multidisciplinary project scoping process that incorporates the needs of all
modes and stakeholders, both internal and external. The design process should include
City departments, and staff responsible for community development, emergency
response, law enforcement, parking, maintenance, and other affected areas.
• Update bike, path, sidewalk, and ADA maps annually.
• Maintain walking and biking continuity during construction projects whenever
possible, just as is done for cars.
• Require new development, or reconstruction if applicable, to address pedestrian and
bicycle circulation elements based on the above considerations, and to include bicycle
parking.
• Conduct pedestrian and bicycle counts before and after project implementation.
• Require that traffic impact studies, analyses of proposed street changes, and
development projects address impacts on walking and bicycling facilities. Specifically,
consider the following:
» Consistency with the Comprehensive Plan and Systems Plan policies and
recommendations
» Impact on the existing walking and biking network
» Extent of bicycle and pedestrian detours
• Safety of pedestrians and bicyclists post-development Refer to the Facility Design
Guidelines in the Mobility Manual for new development to support the integration of
pedestrian and bicycle mobility into land use planning decisions.
• Conduct stakeholder and community outreach, engagement, and education as part of
pedestrian and bicycle improvement projects.
• Install bicycle-sensitive detectors at all signalized intersections including loop
detectors, infrared, video, or microwave detection. Use accurately-placed pavement
markings in combination with loop detectors to provide bicyclists with positioning
guidance.
• Install Leading Pedestrian Intervals (LPIs) at signalized intersections in areas with high
pedestrian volumes.
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Operations & Maintenance
Maintain sidewalks and bikeways to be comfortable and free of hazards for people
walking and bicycling.
Actions:
• Sweep streets regularly with priority given to those with higher bicycle traffic.
• Trim overhanging and encroaching vegetation to maintain a clear path of travel along
pedestrian and bicycle facilities.
• Review and update winter maintenance policies and practices to provide clear and
accessible routes for pedestrians and bicyclists following winter weather events.
• Incorporate maintenance needs into design of separated bikeways to ensure proper
maintenance after construction.
• Provide assistance to property owners who are physically or financially unable to
maintain or repair sidewalks adjacent to their properties.
• Consider consistent and proactive enforcement of the sidewalk maintenance
requirement.
Develop a bike rack program to expand and maintain bicycle parking.
Actions:
• Conduct a bicycle parking inventory and gap analysis to determine where additional
bicycle parking is needed.
• Establish and enforce bicycle parking guidelines to ensure that bike racks are properly
installed and do not block sidewalks, while still being usable for bicyclists.
• Consider developing customized bike racks with a Manhattan brand to promote the
City as a bicycle-friendly community while doubling as an art feature.
• Coordinate with local businesses to provide bicycle lockers or other secure parking for
employees and long-term visitors.
• Develop a procedure for inspection and prompt replacement of damaged bicycle racks.
• Remove and replace wave racks and other racks that do not meet current standards.
• Remove abandoned bicycles from bicycle racks and auction or donate them.
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• Encourage event organizers to provide and publicize special event parking including
valet bicycle parking. Require that events over a certain size provide temporary bicycle
parking.

Funding
Leverage existing funding to maximize project delivery.
Actions:
• Using funds as a local match, aggressively pursue funding from available grant sources.
• Actively develop projects from the Systems Plan to position the City to best compete
for grant funding.
• Follow the Systems Plan prioritization and implementation recommendations when
identifying projects and pursuing funding.
• Seek to submit grant applications for projects that most competitively match with the
funding agency criteria.
• When practical implement the plan recommendations in coordination with street
improvements or utility infrastructure improvements.
Continue and enhance the City’s annual commitment of City-controlled funds for
pedestrian and bicycle project implementation.
Actions:
• Prepare an annual Work Plan including the status of pedestrian and bicycle projects in
the Systems Plan that have been completed, are in progress, and are proposed for the
budget year showing scope, schedule, and budget by funding source.
• Through the CIP process, assess and prepare for upcoming staffing, consultant, and
capital funding needs as projects arise.

Project Delivery
Use all available internal and external resources when constructing projects within the
Systems Plan.
• If additional internal support is required, establish a full-time pedestrian and
bicycle coordinator position to assist in planning and implementation of bicycle and
pedestrian projects and programs.
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• Continue to support a representative Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee to
assist City staff in transparent planning, design, and implementation of projects that
positively impact bicycle and pedestrian mobility.
• Continue to utilize the Parks and Recreation Advisory Board to identify, review, and/or
recommend new multi-use path/trail projects.

Policies
Develop a Complete Streets Policy.
Actions:
• Conduct a review of Complete Streets policy best practice and determine an overall
approach and potential policy elements for Manhattan to pursue.
• Establish a working group to guide policy development and implementation.
• Assess current procedures and processes for integrating the needs of all users into
project funding, planning, design, delivery, and maintenance.
• Provide training, education, and engagement opportunities with staff, stakeholders,
and elected officials throughout policy development and implementation.
• Review and revise design guidance to support Complete Streets design and
implementation.
• Develop Complete Streets performance measures for project evaluation.
Support bike share, scooter share, and new mobility options.
Actions:
• Review guidance documents and other resources provided by the North American
Bikeshare Association (NABSA). The organization also provides e-scooter-focused
guidance. Consider becoming a NABSA member to receive access to additional
research.
• Incorporate bike share, scooter share, and new mobility options within the proposed
Safe Streets MHK community education and safety campaign.
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• Follow a strategic planning process to establish principles and goals to guide shared
micromobility in Manhattan.
» Assess current strengths and challenges of the existing free bike share program.
» Develop clear rules and regulations for the deployment and use of bike share,
scooter share, and other new mobility options.
» The strategic planning process should define a micromobility service area and the
preferred type of bike share.
» Any evaluation should consider staff time and other resources available to oversee
shared micromobility options. Consider establishing permit fees to fund staff time
and infrastructure improvements related to shared micromobility.
Develop a Safe Routes to Parks Action Plan
• Conduct a review of the Safe Routes to Parks Action Framework best practices and
determine an overall approach for Manhattan to pursue.
• Establish a working group to guide plan development and implementation.
• Assess current physical conditions, processes, and policies related to safe and
equitable access to parks and green spaces in Manhattan.
• Develop a Safe Routes to Parks action plan with specific project goals, implementation
strategies, and performance measures.
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Implementation
Plan
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The Systems Plan includes projects, programs, and policy recommendations intended to
create a more walkable, bikeable Manhattan. Implementation of the Systems Plan will
require community support and political leadership in addition to significant funding.
This chapter outlines a strategy towards implementation of the infrastructure projects
and includes the following sections:
• Project Evaluation presents the method and data sources used to prioritize projects for
implementation, along with a summary of results
• Funding Strategies provides an overview of competitive funding sources and
eligibilities for projects in the Systems Plan
The intent of evaluating projects is to create a strategic list to guide implementation.
The project list and evaluation results are flexible concepts that serve as guidelines.
Over time as development occurs or other changes to land uses and the transportation
network take place, this framework can be used to reevaluate remaining projects and
continue pursuing implementation of the Systems Plan.
A detailed list of all projects is included in Appendix A. A detailed summary of the project
evaluation process is included in the Mobility Manual.
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Project Evaluation
The evaluation strategy described in this chapter reflects a systematic approach to
determine each project’s community benefit in a manner that is feasible, fundable,
and sustainable.

PROJECT
EVALUATION /
IMPLEMENTATION
STRATEGY
The following evaluation strategy uses the two
evaluation methods (at right) to arrive at four
project categories representing varying phases
and approaches to project implementation.
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PRIORITY EVALUATION
based on the following criteria:

Connectivity

Safety

Comfort

Equity

Demand

Support

which are then scored and considered either :

LOW

or

HIGH

PRIORITY

FEASIBILITY EVALUATION
based on the complexity and cost of the project:

Hardscape
Improvements

Pavement
/markings

LOW

HIGH

FEASIBILITY
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Priority Evaluation
Seven criteria were developed to determine infrastructure project priority level. Input
from the Project Steering Committee informed the inputs and weighting of these criteria
in evaluating overall priority.

BIC YCLE FACILIT Y PROJEC TS
Using data from early phases of the Systems Plan process, all seven criteria listed in
Table 7 were used to evaluate the priority of bicycle facility projects.
Each project received a priority score out of ten possible points, with projects scoring
seven or more considered high priority and projects scoring less than seven considered
low priority.

SIDE WALK INFILL PROJEC TS
Sidewalk gaps on collector and arterial roadways are major barriers to walking. Gaps
are defined as those sections of roadway without a sidewalk and without an existing or
proposed multi-use trail. Six of the seven criteria in Table 7 were used in sidewalk gap
evaluation (connectivity, reactive safety, proactive safety, comfort equity, and demand).

PARK S AND RECRE ATION TR AIL PROJEC TS
Parks and Recreation identified 100+ potential trail projects based on community input.
Identified projects included multi-use paths and trails, sidewalks, and single-track hiking
and mountain bike trails. Each project was evaluated based on eleven weighted criteria,
listed in Table 8. Like criteria were grouped into categories that described the Context,
Need, and Support (CNS) for each project.
Each project received a CNS score out of 52 possible points. Projects were ranked based
on these points to determine high, medium, or low priority projects. Projects were also
evaluated and ranked against like-facility types to determine the most desirable Path,
Sidewalk, or Hiking Trail projects.
In some instances, the BPSP process determined that an on-street bicycle facility would
be a more appropriate or feasible alternative to a multi-use path or trail evaluated by
Parks and Recreation.
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TABLE 7: Pedestrian & Bicycle Transportation Systems Priority Evaluation Criteria
Criterion

Description

Connectivity

The project connects to existing/proposed facilities and helps the
overall network in an orderly and efficient manner.
Projects that filled network gaps, connected to multiple existing
or proposed facilities, or provided a citywide connection received
points.

Safety
Reactive

Safety
Proactive

Comfort

The project addresses a safety concern as identified through crash
history of pedestrian- and bicycle-involved collisions.
Projects that were located in an area with a history of pedestrianor bicycle-involved collisions received points, with more points
being given to projects near areas with a more significant crash
history.
The project addresses a safety concern as identified through crash
risk (e.g., traffic speeds, traffic volumes, number of lanes, etc.)
Projects located in areas with a higher crash risk received more
points than projects located in areas with less crash risk. Projects
also received points if they provided physical separation between
people walking or biking and people driving.
The project provides a low-stress bicycle facility or high-comfort
pedestrian facility that welcomes people of all ages and abilities.
Projects that resulted in a more significant reduction in LTS and
improvement in LOS scores received more points.

Equity

Links areas with higher concentrations of vulnerable populations
including low-income households, households without a vehicle,
people of color, students, youth, and seniors.
Projects that were located in areas with higher need received more
points.

Demand

Links people to areas with high concentrations of residents,
destinations, transit, and other community amenities.
Projects that were located in areas with greater demand received
more points.

Support

The project was identified during public and stakeholder
engagement or through a previous planning effort.
Projects that were identified by members of the community or
during a previous planning process received points.
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TABLE 8: Trail Project Priority Evaluation Criteria
Criterion

Description

Context

The project connects people to places in an equitable manner.
Trail/Sidewalk projects located in low-moderate income
neighborhoods with limited existing public trails/sidewalks that
connected greater numbers of people to local destinations were
awarded more points.

Need

The project extends an existing trail, completes a trail loop, fills a
gap, and/or removes a barrier to access.
Projects that created new trails, eliminated barriers to trail access,
completed part of the City Loop, connected to an existing trail,
and/or promoted safety through design were awarded more points.

Support

The project was identified during public and stakeholder
engagement or through a previous planning effort.
Projects that were identified by members of the community or
during a previous planning process were awarded points.
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Feasibility Evaluation
In addition to evaluating the priority of each project, this implementation strategy also
considers the complexities to design, construct, and maintain the project in a feasibility
evaluation. As the City implements the Systems Plan staff will continue to re-evaluate
project feasibility based on site-specific context. Additional study is recommended to
determine the feasibility and design solutions for sidewalk infill projects.

BIC YCLE FACILIT Y PROJEC TS
Typically, projects were rated as high or low feasibility based on the facility type. Some
projects were reassigned after this initial evaluation based on site-specific considerations.
In general, high feasibility bicycle facility projects include:
• Visually separated bike lanes such as conventional bike lanes and buffered bike lanes
where right of way is available or a road diet is feasible
In general, low feasibility bicycle facility projects include:
• Physically separated bike lanes
• Multi-use paths and trails
• Shared roadways which include traffic calming measures

PARK S AND RECRE ATION TR AIL PROJEC TS
The projects identified in the Parks & Recreation process all involved construction of
new multi-use path, trail, or sidewalk segments. At a cursory level, it was apparent that
some projects would face greater challenges for constructibility based on available rightof-way, existing elevations and grades, or conflicts with existing utilities. Assessing the
construction feasibility of each project in a detailed manner was, however, beyond the
scope of this Plan. Instead, projects were broken into quartiles based on the projects’
CNS score, described above. Projects that appear in the top half of the list are candidates
for further investigation, with priority placed on projects that share a high priority within
the Bicycle or Pedestrian Facility assessments. These mutually beneficial projects are
identified in Figure 23.
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Implementation Categories
Projects are sorted into four Implementation Categories based on the results of two
evaluations: project priority and project feasibility.

Do now

improvement projects are rated high priority and high feasibility, and
represent projects that could be pursued for implementation within the first
five years.

Do when

improvement projects are rated high priority and low feasibility. They may
require more study or analysis than “do now” projects, or more significant
funding for construction, or have other complications, such as inadequate
right-of-way.

Do if

improvements represent projects rated lower priority and high feasibility,
and may be pursued when nearby development or an overlapping project
creates an opportunity to include these easy-to-implement projects.

Long term

improvements are those projects rated lower priority and low feasibility.
They represent challenging projects that may not add significant value for
the walking or biking community on their own, but are part of a long term
vision for active transportation.

Bicycle facility projects are summarized by implementation category in Figure 20 and Figure
21, sidewalk gap projects are summarized in Figure 22, and Parks and Recreation trail
projects are summarized in Figure 23. The projects that are mutually beneficial are shown in
Figure 24. A complete list of projects is provided in Appendix A.
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LOW

PRIORITY

HIGH

IMPLEMENTATION CATEGORIES
DO
WHEN

DO
NOW

High-priority projects that
require more study,
analysis, or funding for
implementation

High-priority and easy-toimplement projects that
should be pursued in the
short term

LONG
TERM

DO
IF

Low-priority, challenging
projects that are part of
the long-term vision, but
are not a priority at this
time

Lower-priority projects
that should be pursued if
nearby development or an
overlapping project occurs

LOW

HIGH

FEASIBILITY
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FIGURE 20: Bicycle Project Implementation Feasibility
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FIGURE 21: Bicycle Project Implementation Feasibility: Downtown
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FIGURE 22: Sidewalk Infill Implementation Feasibility
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FIGURE 23: Parks & Recreation Trail Project Implementation Feasibility

Map Needed
Trail prioritization and mutually beneficial trails
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FIGURE 24: Mutually Beneficial Projects
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Critical Connections
Critical connections are crossings that are essential to the integrity of the pedestrian
and bicycle network. Critical connections are intersections that meet one or more of the
following criteria:
• Link in a citywide trail or cross-town pedestrian or bicycle connection
• Average daily pedestrian and bicycle crossings are at least 200 per day
• Crosses a physical barrier such as railroad tracks or a body of water
• Provides a grade-separated or signalized crossing of a multi-lane roadway
Figure 24 shows intersections that are critical connections that should be evaluated for
bicycle/pedestrian needs when a project affecting the area is being scoped. If necessary
and appropriate, critical connection improvements may also be implemented as standalone projects to improve the function and safety of an existing designated walkway or
bikeway.
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FIGURE 25: Critical Connections
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Funding Strategies
A variety of sources exist to fund bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure projects,
programs, and studies. Local and regional funding sources that can be used for
construction or maintenance of bicycle and pedestrian improvements, along with
statewide and federal grant programs, are described on the following pages.

Local and Regional Funding Sources
SIDE WALK GAP FUND
The City of Manhattan annually sets aside $100 thousand in the general fund to fill gaps
in the sidewalk network. A few years ago, Public Works received City Commission support
to double the Sidewalk Gap Fund from $50 thousand annually to $100 thousand.

CIT Y–UNIVERSIT Y FUND
The City–University Fund is jointly programmed by the City of Manhattan and Kansas
State University to fund municipal and campus improvement projects that have a
symbiotic benefit, such as the HAWK signals on College Avenue. Note that this fund
source will be entirely tied up with the North Campus Corridor project for the next ten
years.

QUALIT Y OF LIFE RECRE ATION & TR AIL S SALES TA X
Approved by voters in 2017, part of this 0.25% sales tax will go toward trail
improvements including filling gaps in the sidewalk networks to complete connections to
parks and trailheads, which are vital activity centers.

SAFE ROUTES TO SCHOOL ALLOC ATION
A local 0.2% sales tax is expected to generate $2 million annually through 2028. Five
percent of the annual allocation is spent on the Safe Routes to Schools program (see TA
grant program).

DEDIC ATED CIT Y FUNDING FOR PEDESTRIAN AND BIC YCLE PROJEC TS
General funds can be used to develop and maintain pedestrian and bicycle projects.
Agencies may also establish a dedicated funding stream within their annual Capital
Improvements Program budget specifically for the development and implementation of
projects that improve connectivity, comfort, and safety of people walking and biking.
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ROADWAY CONSTRUC TION, REPAIR, AND UPGR ADE PROJEC TS
Planned reconstruction, resurfacing, and road diets / lane reconfigurations are all ways
to combine motor vehicle, transit, bicycle, and pedestrian projects into single multimodal
construction projects. To ensure that planned roadway construction projects consider
ways to combine multiple transportation modes, it is important adopt a complete streets
policy that includes a review of all facility types during each phase of the project.

UTILIT Y PROJEC TS
It may be possible to coordinate upcoming utility projects with the installation of motor
vehicle, transit, bicycle, and pedestrian infrastructure within the same area or corridor.
Oftentimes, utility projects will mobilize the same type of equipment required to
construct transportation projects, resulting in the potential for a significant cost savings.

LOC AL BOND ME A SURES
Local bond measures, or levies, are usually initiated by voter-approved general obligation
bonds for speciﬁc projects. Bond measures are typically limited by time, based on
the debt load of the local government or the project under focus. Funding from bond
measures can be used for right-of-way acquisition, engineering, design, and construction
of pedestrian and bicycle facilities. Bond measures are often used by cities for local
match in grant applications. Transportation-speciﬁc bond measures featuring a signiﬁcant
bicycle/pedestrian facility element have passed in other communities, such as Seattle’s
“Closing the Gap” measure.

State and Federal Grant Programs
SURFACE TR ANSPORTATION PROGR AM ( STP )
Through KDOT’s Federal Fund Exchange, the City may exchange their annual allocation
of federal STP funds for state funds with more flexibility. The City sets aside $60,000
annually for pedestrian and bicycle projects from this revenue source.

TR ANSPORTATION ALTERNATIVES ( TA ) GR ANTS
This annual grant program from KDOT awards funds in four categories: bicycle/
pedestrian, historic preservation, Safe Routes to School, and environmental. Grant
program funding varies yearly. Grant applications due in the fall for projects two years
hence (for example, 2021 grant year applications were due in 2019).
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COMMUNIT Y DE VELOPMENT BLOCK GR ANTS (CDBG )
The City receives an annual allocation from Housing & Urban Development for various
projects to help low- to moderate-income (LMI) areas. Available funds vary yearly.
Monies have to be committed to identified projects within the allocation year, but do not
need to be spent within the year.

TR ANSIT FUNDING
The Flint Hills Area Transportation Agency (ATA) has access to several sources of federal
transit funds. These funds are available for bus stop improvements which may include
bicycle parking and pedestrian improvements such as crosswalks, curb extensions, and
sidewalks.

RECRE ATIONAL TR AIL S PROGR AM ( RTP )
The RTP provides funds to States to develop and maintain recreational trails and trailrelated facilities for both non-motorized and motorized recreational trail uses. Each State
administers its own RTP program and may set its own project eligibility requirements.

STATE AND COMMUNIT Y HIGHWAY SAFET Y GR ANT PROGR AM ( NHTSA 402)
The State and Community Highway Safety Grant Program, commonly referred to as
Section 402, provides grants to states to improve driver behavior and reduce deaths
and injuries from motor vehicle-related crashes. Funds may be spent in accordance
with national guidelines for programs to reduce speeding, improve pedestrian and
bicycle safety, improve enforcement of traffic safety laws, support school-based driver’s
education classes and teen driver programs, and more.

NATIONAL PRIORIT Y SAFET Y PROGR AMS ( NHTSA 405)
Under the FAST Act, Section 405 is the National Priority Safety Program, which provides
grant funding to address selected national priorities to reduce highway deaths and
injuries. There are multiple program tiers within Section 405, each with its own eligibility
criteria. The programs include: occupant protection, state traffic safety information
system improvements, impaired driving countermeasures, distracted driving, motorcyclist
safety, state graduated driver licensing laws, and nonmotorized safety.
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L AND AND WATER CONSERVATION FUND
The LWCF exists to safeguard natural areas, water resources, and the United States’
cultural heritage, and to support recreation opportunities. LWCF state and local matching
grants can be used to create and expand parks and recreation facilities and support local
recreation planning.

Private Funders
SUNFLOWER FOUNDATION
The Sunflower Foundation’s mission is to serve as a catalyst for improving the health of
Kansans. Promoting healthy living and active communities is one of the Foundation’s three
primary focus areas. Through the Sunflower Trails program, the Foundation funds trail
projects that increase opportunities for physical activity. The Sunflower Foundation has
provided support for six trails in Manhattan.

PEOPLE FOR BIKES COMMUNIT Y GR ANT PROGR AM
PeopleForBikes is a coalition of bicycle suppliers and retailers that has awarded $2.9
million in community grants and leveraged an additional $670 million since its inception
in 1999. The community grant program funds bicycle paths and rail trails, as well as
mountain bicycle trails, bicycle parks, BMX facilities, and large-scale bicycle advocacy
initiatives. Spring 2015 grant awards ranged between $800 and $10,000 and contributed
to greenway and other infrastructure projects, as well as bicycle parking and bicyclerelated programming. PeopleForBikes has contributed funding to one trail project in
Manhattan.

AMERIC A WALK S COMMUNIT Y CHANGE GR ANT PROGR AM
The America Walks Community Change grant program provides support to the growing
network of advocates, agencies, and organizations using innovative, engaging, and
inclusive projects and projects to create change at the community level. Projects should
increase physical activity and active transportation in a specific community, work to
engage people and organizations new to the efforts of walking and walkability, and
demonstrate a culture of inclusive health.
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THE WALMART FOUNDATION LOC AL COMMUNIT Y GR ANTS
The Walmart Foundation offers a Local, State, and National Giving Program. The Local
Giving Program awards grants of $250 to $5,000 through local Walmart and Sam’s
Club Stores. Application opportunities are announced annually in February with a final
deadline for applications in December. The State Giving Program provides grants of
$25,000 to $250,000 to 501(c)(3) nonprofits working within one of five focus areas:
Hunger Relief & Nutrition, Education, Environmental Sustainability, Women’s Economic
Empowerment, or Workforce Development. The program has two application cycles
per year: January through March and June through August. The Walmart Foundation’s
National Giving Program awards grants of $250,000 and more, but does not accept
unsolicited applications.

CORPOR ATE DONATIONS
Corporate donations are often received in the form of liquid investments (e.g., cash,
stock, or bonds) and in the form of land. Employers recognize that creating places
to bicycle and walk is one way to build community and attract a quality work force.
Bicycling and outdoor recreation businesses often support local projects and programs.
Municipalities typically create funds to facilitate and simplify a transaction from a
corporation’s donation to the given municipality. Donations are mainly received when
a widely supported capital improvement program is implemented. Such donations can
improve capital budgets and/or projects.

PUBLIC–PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS
A public–private partnership involves an agreement between a public agency and a
private party, in which the private party delivers a public service or project to the public
agency. Projects can be funded solely by the private party or through a collection of
private monies and taxpayer dollars.

VOLUNTEER PROGR AMS
Volunteer programs may be developed to substantially reduce the cost of implementing
some routes, particularly shared-use paths. For example, a local college design class
may use such a shared-use route as a student project, working with a local landscape
architectural or engineering firm. Work parties could be formed to help clear the right of
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way for the route. A local construction company may donate or discount services beyond
what the volunteers can do. And a challenge grant program with local businesses may be
a good source of local funding, in which the businesses (or residents) can “adopt” a route
or segment of one to help construct and maintain it.
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Appendix A: Recommendation Tables
TABLE 9: Sidewalk
Location

Project Limits (from/to)

Imp. Category

Jarvis Dr

Todd to Jardine

Do now

0.17

Amherst Ave

Oakwood to Linear Trail

Do now

0.73

Hayes Dr

McCall to Casement

Do now

0.62

Sarber Ln

missing gap

Do now

0.13

US Hwy 24

W side of TCB/FRB to Aldi

Do now

0.11

Westwood Rd

Poyntz to Ft Riley Blvd

Do when

0.33

Hayes Dr

Sarber to Bluemont

Do when

0.15

College Hts Rd

Goodnow to Anderson

Do when

0.19

Allison Ave

entire length

Do when

0.53

Farm Bureau Rd

Seth Child to Redbud Estates

Do if

0.16

Gary Ave

Browning to Meadowood

Do if

0.50

Hillview Dr

Kimball to St. Christopher

Do if

0.31

College Ave

College Hgts to Bailey Dr

Do if

0.19

Anderson Ave

14th to N Manhattan

Long term

0.08

Bertrand St

Juliette to 8th

Long term

0.09

Northfield Rd

Mission to Butterfield

Long term

0.18

Plymouth Rd

Kimball to Yorktowne

Long term

0.36

Sunset Ave

AZD to Grandview

Long term

0.09

Beechwood Ter

Claflin to Dickens

Long term

0.30

Judson St

Casement to Allen

Long term

0.39

Long term

0.11

Long term

0.05

Long term

0.03

Arbor Dr to Target
Shuss Rd
Wyndham–Scenic Crossing
Total
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TABLE 10: Bicycle Boulevard
Location

Project Limits (from/to)

Imp. Category

South 5th St

Ft Riley Blvd to Pottawatomie Ave

Do if

0.14

South 5th St

Ft Riley Blvd to Thurston

Do if

1.00

Allison Ave

Dondee to Stagg Hill

Long term

0.38

Colorado St

8th to 17th

Do if

0.79

Ewing Rd & Manfax Rd

Kraig to Griffith

Do when

0.13

Fairchild Ter

Sunset to W Laramie

Do now

0.07

W Laramie St

Fairchild to N Manhattan

Do now

0.59

Laramie St

11th to N Manhattan

Do when

0.17

Little Kitten Ave

Vanesta to Kimball

Long term

1.06

Little Kitten Ave

Kimball to Hudson

Long term

0.74

Moro St

N Manhattan to 4th

Do now

0.79

Poyntz Ave

5th to Juliette

Do now

0.35

Purcell's Mill

Butterfield to cul-de-sac

Do if

0.08

Sharingbrook Dr & Westbank
Way*

Kimball to Anderson

Long term

1.27

Snowbird Dr & Sunnymeade Rd Browning to Kimball

Do if

0.74

South 3rd St

Do when

0.36

Total

Leavenworth to Colorado

Miles

8.66
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TABLE 11: Bike Lane
Location

Project Limits (from/to)

Imp. Category

Ranser Rd & Copperfield Pl

Kimball to Dickens

Do if

0.51

Riley Ave

Juliette to S Manhattan

Do if

0.35

Sarber Ln

frontage road to frontage road

Do if

0.31

Sloan St

Allen to Tuttle

Do if

0.37

Sunset Ave

Poyntz to Anderson

Do now

0.45

Sunset Ave

Claflin to Anderson

Do when

0.48

Thurston St

5th to N Manhattan

Do if

0.70

Walters Dr

TCB to Butterfield

Do if

0.39

Walters–Brookpark–Northfield* Butterfield to Casement

Do if

0.81

Wreath Ave

Do if

1.04

Total
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TABLE 12: Separated Bike Lane
Location

Project Limits (from/to)

Imp. Category

Anderson Ave

Sunset to N Manhattan

Do when

0.88

Anderson Ave

Anneberg to Wreath

Do when

0.70

Anderson Ave*

Connecticut to Sunset

Do when

1.04

Claflin Rd

Seth Child to College

Do when

0.76

Claflin Rd*

College to Denison

Do when

0.68

College Ave

Claflin to Dickens

Do when

0.25

N Manhattan Ave

Bluemont to Fremont

Do when

0.21

N Manhattan Ave

Bluemont to Claflin

Do when

0.58

Poyntz Ave

Juliette to 17th

Do now

0.88

Total

Miles

5.98
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TABLE 13: Multi-Use Path
P&R
Quartile

Miles

Do now

N/A

0.11

Schuss to Linear Park Trail

Do now

1

0.36

Anderson Ave

Connecticut to Wreath

Do when

N/A

0.67

Casement Rd

Allen to Hayes

Do when

3

0.40

Casement Rd

Hayes to TCB

Do when

3

0.19

Frontage (TCB)

Leavenworth to Sarber

Do when

N/A

0.21

Ft Riley Blvd

Rosencutter to Westwood

Do when

1

0.43

Ft Riley Blvd

Westwood to 17th

Do when

1

0.35

Ft Riley Blvd

S Manhattan to Juliette

Do when

N/A

0.53

Ft Riley Blvd

17th to S Manhattan

Do when

NA

0.40

Hayes Dr

McCall to Casement

Do when

3

0.71

Juliette Ave

Bertrand to Ft Riley Blvd

Do when

2

1.15

Kimball Ave

Wreath to College

Do when

1

1.00

Leavenworth St

TCB to 3rd

Do when

N/A

0.10

S Manhattan Ave

City Park to Linear Trail

Do when

2

0.47

TCB (east side)

Kimball to Casement

Do when

1

0.84

TCB (east side)

Casement to Bluemont

Do when

2

0.61

TCB (east side)

Bluemont to Leavenworth

Do when

N/A

0.59

TCB (west side)

Bluemont to Mall

Do when

N/A

0.70

Amherst Ave

Seth Child to Oakwood

Do if

2

0.73

Hayes Dr

Sarber to McCall

Do if

4

0.40

Londondery Dr

Hudson Trail to Grand Mere Trail

Do if

4

0.21

Wreath Ave

Anderson to Dickens

Do if

4

0.50

Wreath Ave

Dickens to Kimball

Do if

3

0.50

Casement Rd

Marlatt to Barnes Rd

Long term

1

1.52

Casement Rd

Marlatt to Butterfield

Long term

1

0.58

Casement Rd

Butterfield to Allen

Long term

1

0.41

College Ave

Marlatt to Kimball

Long term

N/A

1.01

Ft Riley Blvd

Juliette to Mall

Long term

N/A

0.87

Griffith Dr

TCB to Casement

Long term

2

0.68

Location

Project Limits (from/to)

Imp. Category

N Manhattan Ave

City Park (Fremont to Central Park Rd)

Seth Child Rd frontage
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P&R
Quartile

Miles

Long term

N/A

0.14

Vanesta to Anderson

Long term

2

0.95

Kimball Ave (north side)

College to Denison (North Side)

Long term

2

0.68

Kimball Ave (north side)

Hudson to Candlewood

Long term

3

0.33

Kimball Ave (north side)

TCB to Blue Hills Shopping Center

Long term

N/A

0.09

Kimball Ave (south side)

Hudson to Avery

Long term

4

0.19

Kimball Ave (south side)

TCB to N. Manhattan

Long term

N/A

0.27

Marlatt Ave

Browning to Denison

Long term

1

1.11

Marlatt Ave

TCB to Casement

Long term

1

1.14

Marlatt Ave

College to Denison

Long term

1

0.64

Marlatt Ave

Seth Child to Browning

Long term

2

0.76

Scenic Dr

Miller Pkwy to Highland Ridge

Long term

3

0.91

Scenic Dr

Stagg Hill to Miller Pkwy

Long term

N/A

2.06

Seth Child Rd

Amherst to Stagg Hill Rd

Long term

2

1.00

Wildcat Creek corridor

Anneberg to Linear Trail at Seth Child

N/A

2

0.24

Anthony Middle School Trail
Loop

Pecanwood/Browning to Susan B. Trail

N/A

4

0.43

Blue River Connector Trail #1

Northeast Park to Marlatt/Casement

N/A

1

1.50

Blue River Connector Trail #2

BRC #1 to Marlatt/Kirkwood

N/A

1

1.89

Blue River Connector Trail #3

BRC #2 to Casement/Barnes

N/A

2

1.40

City Park

East side, Fremont to Poyntz

N/A

1

0.24

Farm Bureau Trail

Marlatt Park to Candlewood/Newbury

N/A

3

0.51

Garden Way Trail

Anderson to Linear Trail @ Seth Child

N/A

3

0.44

Butterfield

Butterfield to Griffith

N/A

2

0.54

Ped Bridge

Downtown to Linear Trail

N/A

1

0.27

Linear Trail ped bridge

Low-water crossing on Wildcat Creek

N/A

1

0.08

Optimist Trail

Garden Way to Amherst

N/A

2

0.46

S Manhattan Ave

Fort Riley Blvd to Pottawatomie

N/A

1

0.11

Walters

Mission to Brookville

N/A

4

0.60

Wreath Trail

Fairman to Wreath/Hemlock

N/A

3

0.30

Seth Child Rd

Gary Ave to Marlatt Ave

Long term

N/A

0.75

Location

Project Limits (from/to)

Imp. Category

S Juliette Ave

Ft Riley Blvd to Pottawatomie Ave

Kimball Ave
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P&R
Quartile

Miles

Long term

N/A

0.75

Gary Ave to Kimball Ave

Long term

N/A

0.51

Seth Child Rd

Kimball Ave to Anderson

Long term

N/A

1.00

Seth Child Rd

Anderson to Amherst

Long term

N/A

0.64

Stagg Hill Rd

Davis Dr to lower Stagg Hill

Long term

N/A

0.78

Stagg Hill Rd

Seth Child to Rosencutter

Long term

N/A

0.48

Stagg Hill Rd

Scenic Dr to Davis Dr

Long term

N/A

1.85

TCB & Barnes Rd

Marlatt to Barnes Rd to Heritage Trail

Long term

1

1.78

TCB (east side)

Marlatt to Kimball

Long term

1

0.86

TCB (east side)

Marlatt to Tuttle State Park

Long term

1

2.00

TCB (west side)

Casement to Bluemont

Long term

N/A

0.61

TCB (west side)

Kimball to Casement

Long term

N/A

0.84

TCB (west side)

Marlatt to Kimball

Long term

N/A

0.86

US Hwy 24

Levee to Heritage Sq

Long term

1

1.18

US Hwy 24

Mall to McCall

Long term

N/A

0.86

Location

Project Limits (from/to)

Imp. Category

Seth Child Rd

Marlatt Ave to Top of the World

Seth Child Rd

Total
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Appendix B: Public Engagement
Summary
Overview
Engaging Manhattan stakeholders and community members was a valued part of the
Systems Plan process. A variety of outreach and engagement strategies were used to
seek input from key stakeholders and the general public. These activities included talks
and presentations, meetings, public events, and online engagement.

Goals
The community engagement efforts were organized to achieve the following goals:
• Inform the community by providing balanced and objective information to better
understand the problems, alternatives, opportunities, and solutions.
• Consult the community by obtaining feedback on analysis, alternatives, and decisions.
• Involve the community by working directly with them throughout the process to
ensure that concerns and aspirations are consistently understood and considered.
• Demonstrate that community input has influenced the decision-making and planning
priorities.
• Build partnerships with other agencies and stakeholders, recognizing the effect this
effort has on the community, and that it complements other community initiatives.

Our Engagement Partners
The community engagement process provided an opportunity to create partnerships
between City and community agencies to enhance community input.

Steering Committee
The Steering Committee was composed of 14 individuals who represented diverse
interests, demographics, geographic areas of the community, and professional expertise
including education, law enforcement, community advocacy, recreation, transportation,
economic development, and planning. The Steering Committee drafted the vision, goals,
and guiding principles for the planning process; shaped decision-making criteria; agreed
on the recommended plan for Manhattan; and will attend the presentation of the plan to
the City Commission.
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City of Manhattan Parks & Recreation
The City of Manhattan Parks & Recreation department conducted robust community
engagement in 2018 during the time of their parks and recreation trails improvement
projects. Extensive feedback was collected from many community members interested
in improving walking and biking infrastructure. This data was folded into the community
engagement efforts for the Bicycle and Pedestrian Systems Plan to avoid duplication
of efforts. The data and responses created a baseline of understanding of community
attitudes and opinions, and formed the foundation for the initial community engagement
structure.

BikeWalkMHK
BikeWalkMHK’s community advocacy for safe and equitable opportunity for walking and
biking in Manhattan was leveraged through a partnership to create Pledge Cards, which
were used to demonstrate widespread community support of the Bicycle and Pedestrian
Systems Plan. BikeWalkMHK and the Systems Plan team engaged with community
members at a multitude of community activities throughout the planning process.

Community Stakeholders
Throughout the planning process, community organizations and members of the general
public were invited to engage in the planning process through focus group meetings,
pop-up events, demonstration projects, a public open house, interactive online map, and
through social media. These online and in person engagement opportunities resulted
in dialogues around challenges and opportunities for walking and biking in the City of
Manhattan, and informed recommendations and built support for the Systems Plan.
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Engagement Activities
Steering Committee
Over the course of three meetings, the Steering Committee engaged in a number
of discussions, both as large and small groups. Initial conversations focused on
understanding the big picture for the Systems Plan—what are the community benefits,
how will we know it is successful, and what our priorities are. Members were asked to
offer one-word or short-phrase responses. These discussions helped formulate the vision,
goals, guiding principles, and performance measures. The themes of safety, equity,
completeness, connection, comfort, dignity, and support tied together conversations
throughout the planning process.
What are the community benefits?

joy, sustainability, connectedness,
convenience, sense of place, economic
development, greater safety, creating a
livable and attractive community, accessible
to all…

How will we know the plan is successful?

innovative, increased activity, flexible,
supported, fully funded, equitable, inspiring,
reaches all people, inclusive, implemented,
local, safety, usage…

What are our priorities?

people, urgency, impact, integrated, density,
implementable, connection, beneficial,
exceeds best practices…

By the last meeting, a small group discussion format allowed the Steering Committee
members to offer more detailed feedback on network connections and critical
connection criteria, network facilities, project prioritization, and policy and program
recommendations, all while keeping in mind the established vision, goals, and guiding
principles.
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The input generated ideas about:
• evaluating and prioritizing infrastructure projects
• engaging neighborhoods in programming efforts
• developing rules and regulations regarding bike and scooter share programs
• implementing policies to enforce sidewalk maintenance by property owners
• educating the community on safe driving, biking, and walking, and their respective
laws
Input from the Steering Committee was used to refine network recommendations,
program and policy recommendations, and project evaluation methodology.

Focus Group Meetings
Representatives from the planning team presented to several community stakeholder
agencies to inform them about the planning process, desired outcomes, and community
input. There was also an important education component of the presentation to clarify
that transportation and its associated funding is not just about roads but rather a
holistic system that includes infrastructure for walking, biking, and all other modes
of mobility. The content of the presentations catered to the primary interests and/or
areas of each groups focus. Each presentation concluded with questions being asked of
the stakeholders to encourage a dialogue and exchanging of ideas. There was general
consensus of support from each stakeholder agency, and the feedback provided was
valuable to the conversations throughout the planning process.
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KONZ A ROTARY CLUB AND NOON CLUB
Representatives from the planning team, including the economic development
representative from the Steering Committee, presented to both Rotary Clubs in
Manhattan, Konza Rotary Club and the Noon Club. The presentations focused on why
bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure is an important piece of the community’s future and
the economic opportunities associated with it.

AGGIE VILLE BUSINESSES
City staff introduced the plan concept at a regular lunch meeting of the Aggieville
Business Association, highlighting how the BPSP will reinforce principles in the Aggieville
Community Vision Plan (2017), including making the sidewalks a better outdoor space,
increasing the amount of bicycle parking, and improving bicycle traffic flow through
the district. Several businesses were hopeful that the contra-flow bicycle lane on North
Manhattan Avenue would be eliminated very soon.

K ANSA S STATE UNIVERSIT Y – C AMPUS PL ANNING & DE VELOPMENT
ADVISORY COMMIT TEE
Safety, education, and enforcement were the primary areas of concern stemming from
the dialogue with the KSU advisory committee. Generally, the safety of students, faculty,
and visitors is a primary concern for the University. But it also is a critical concern
when discussing issues of balancing the many modes of transportation on campus and
immediately adjacent to campus and in very distinct intersections. Enhanced traffic signal
markings, improved crosswalks, modification to vehicular traffic lights, and improved
connections to destinations within the Manhattan community were all mentioned as
ways to improve safety. Education and enforcement of safe practices and traffic laws for
drivers, bikers, and walkers were also discussed as a necessary component to creating
a culture of safety on campus. Funding was also a topic of conversation as it related to
making the necessary improvements to support their primary concerns.

DOWNTOWN MANHAT TAN INC.
The Downtown Manhattan Inc. stakeholders provided great insight regarding the need
for a fiscally sustainable transportation network that reaches throughout the Manhattan
community while also having a strong connection to downtown. This would allow for
residents and visitors alike to access the many services, businesses, amenities, and
events located in the downtown district. It would also support and serve as an attractor
for new businesses. The stakeholders were also concerned with consistent enforcement
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of regulations specifically related to biking, as bicycles are not allowed on downtown
sidewalks. Historically speaking, these regulations have been challenging to enforce, and
it was suggested that education of such become part of the bike education program for
local 5th and 6th grade students. Enforcement was also discussed in terms of ensuring
that property owners in the downtown area be required to maintain and repair their
sidewalks, which would help ensure safe and complete pedestrian routes into and around
downtown.

MANHAT TAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Much of the discussion with the Chamber focused on the outward promotion of
Manhattan and the understanding that there is a direct benefit and return on investment
related to attraction and retention of residents and businesses through walking and
biking facility enhancement. Manhattan is fortunate to have a great convention center
that is adjacent to downtown, and by making a walkable network, Manhattan could be
promoted as the #1 walkable conference location in the state of Kansas, drawing both
visitors and convention/tourism dollars. Their primary concern was that the Systems
Plan needs to take into consideration an evaluation of population centers, employment
numbers, and connections to services in order to determine the need for and level of
walking and biking services and facilities. The Chamber members suggested engaging
University students and the Manhattan Young Professionals as a way to promote the
importance of the Systems Plan initiative.
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FIGURE 26: Demonstration Project Sites
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Demonstration Projects & Pop-Up Events
During spring, summer, and fall of 2019, the City and Flint Hills MPO launched a
series of short-term, low-cost active transportation demonstration projects in various
neighborhoods. The demonstration projects provided temporary street improvements
intended to increase safety and enhance the community through the implementation
of curb extensions and painted crosswalk stripes. These demonstration projects helped
raise awareness of the Systems Plan while also providing an educational opportunity
about potential recommendations of the plan and their impact at a very tangible scale.
Demonstration projects and pop-up engagement included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Manhattan and Fremont, April 23–24
Hudson Trail at Churchill, Londonderry, and Englewood, June 28–30
Manhattan City Park Phase 1, July 11–17
Purple Power Play in the Park on August 29–30
9th and Yuma, July 29–August 3
Walters and Butterfield, September 5–11
14th and Leavenworth, September 13–17
Manhattan City Park Phase 2, September 12–18
4th & Houston, September 18–23
Third Thursday on September 19

Residents were invited to provide input on demonstration projects through social media
or by emailing project staff directly. Responses were overwhelmingly positive, and many
people identified additional sites for demonstration projects throughout the City of
Manhattan. Negative comments were typically directed at the lower-budget aesthetic,
and were often resolved once residents understood that the projects were temporary.
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City Website & Social Media
The community was informed of the various community engagement events
and activities through a number of ways: traditional press releases; social media
announcements on Facebook, Twitter, and NextDoor; and project website updates.

WEBSITE
The City created a dedicated web page on their website for the Bicycle and Pedestrian
Systems Plan. All project flyers and social media postings pointed to this web page,
where community members could learn more about the project, planning process, and
access online engagement opportunities.

SOCIAL MEDIA
The City has more than 10,500 followers on Facebook, over 8,800 follows on Twitter,and
thousands of additional subscribers on Nextdoor. Throughout the Systems Plan process,
posts on these platforms notified residents of upcoming events, online engagement
tools, and demonstration project installations. Project partners including the Flint Hills
MPO, BikeWalkMHK, and other local stakeholder organizations also posted and shared
project updates through their social media channels.

Online Interactive Map
An online interactive map was hosted on the project web page. It was deployed in
two phases in coordination with other public engagement efforts. The Phase I map
was designed to gather information about walking and biking routes, barriers, and
destinations. The Phase II map was used to share draft network recommendations with
the public for comment (Figure 25).
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FIGURE 27: Phase I Interactive Online Map
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PHA SE I INTER AC TIVE MAP
The Phase I map allowed users to identify existing walking and bicycling routes, barriers
to walking and bicycling including streets and intersections, and destinations. Comments
provided during the first phase of the online interactive map predominantly fell into
three categories: new facilities, stronger connections, and infrastructure improvements.
New Facilities

Infrastructure Improvements

• Complete sidewalks

• Safer sidewalks

• Complete bike lanes

• Wider sidewalks

• Protected bike lanes

• Clean & maintained trails

• Signals & signage

• Crosswalks

• Traffic calming at intersections

• Intersections

Stronger Connections

Additional General Comments

• KSU campus to Aggieville

• Biking is ideal on side streets

• Linear Trail

• Poyntz Avenue is a preferred bike route

• KSU campus to West Loop

• East-west travel is difficult in
Manhattan

• Downtown to east of Tuttle Creek
• Neighborhoods to Downtown MHK

• Parked cars cause issues on some
routes

PHA SE II INTER AC TIVE MAP
The Phase II map allowed users to “like” and comment on network recommendations,
and select up to five projects that they felt should be a high priority for implementation.
Additional information will be provided when the Phase II map closes.
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Pledge Cards
Through the partnership with BikeWalkMHK, the Manhattan community had a number
of opportunities to offer their support of the Bicycle and Pedestrian Systems Plan
and provide comments responding to “Walking and biking matter to me because…”
Respondents were diverse in demographic background and where they lived in the
community, but all had consistent themes of health, safety, and the necessity of
transportation mode options in their responses. The following responses are a selection
of those received.
Walking and biking matter to me because…
… getting outside is important for physical & mental health as well as overall
well-being.
… active transportation spurs economic development.
… it allows the vulnerable populations of the elderly and disabled to access the
services and community businesses that are integrated into the community.
… I need it to get to work & classes.
… sustainable transportation is essential for communities that care about safe &
thriving communities for all people.
… it’s a great alternative form of transportation and it’s accessible to anyone.
… I enjoy getting out in my community and staying active. Increased visibility for
both walkers and drivers would help everyone stay safe.
… it helps the planet and our community.
Members of the public were invited to complete and submit pledge cards at in-person
engagement events, or take them home and mail them to City Hall.
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Open House
On October 23, a public open house was held to share draft recommendations with
the general public. Participants were invited to review and provide comments on all
elements of the draft plan including the vision and goals; existing conditions and
network analysis; draft infrastructure, program, and policy recommendations; and project
evaluation methodology and results. Project staff were also available to discuss and
answer questions about the planning process and draft recommendations.

City Committee, Board, and Commission Meetings
BIC YCLE AND PEDESTRIAN ADVISORY COMMIT TEE
Draft deliverables and project updates were presented to the City’s Bicycle and
Pedestrian Advisory Committee (BPAC) at multiple meetings during development of the
Systems Plan. In September staff presented the draft programs and policies, project map,
and prioritization matrix for the BPAC’s feedback. BPAC reviewed the initial public draft
on October 18, where they offered further comments, including an observation that
although highways are called out as barriers in the plan, a lack—in this case the lack of
east–west connections—can constitute a barrier as well.

MANHAT TAN URBAN ARE A PL ANNING BOARD
Staff introduced the BPSP to the Planning Board at an October 21, 2019, work session.
They suggested some changes to make the document clearer for the public and had
questions about some of the project categorizations. The Board recommended adoption
by Resolution no. 020320-A by a 5–0–0 vote on February 3, 2020.

PARK S AND RECRE ATION ADVISORY BOARD
Staff introduced the BPSP to the Parks and Recreation Advisory Board on January 6, 2020.
The Board accepted the plan as presented, 6–0.

CIT Y COMMISSION
The City Commission reviewed the BPSP at a work session on January 14, 2020. There
was a question about the equity analysis methodology. Overall the Commission was
supportive of having a plan for improving biking and walking modes.
At first and second readings on February 18 and March 3, 2020, the Commission approved
Ordinance no. 7473, adopting this document as a part of the Comprehensive Plan on a
5–0 vote.
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